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Christmas Gift Baskets
For either an indi
vidual or an entire
family these Gift
Baskets make a
particularly graci

ous remembrance,
trimmed with gay
bows and brim full
of luscious fruits
and choice delica
cies.

OLD SHIPPING DAYS

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Subscriptions *3.00 per year payable In
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established

ln 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
in 1882. The Free Press was established
in 1855 ar.d ln 1891 changed its name to
the Tribune These papers consolidated
March 17. 1897.
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Christmas time!
That man
must be a misanthrope indeed,
ln whose breast something like a
jovial feeling Is not roused, in
whose mind some pleasant associations are not awakened—by
the recurrence of Christmas.—
Charles Dickens.
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Please order early.
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NOT VERY EXPENSIVE

To insure delivery
on time baskets are carefully packed and shipped to

any destination.
A full line of Candies, Assorted Chocolates, famous
for quality, one to five pound boxes Christmas
wrapped.
Chocolate Novelties, Candied Fruits,
Ginger Figs, Dates, Nuts, Raisins.

Sale of four and one-half miles of
■ telephone line at Searsport by the
Monroe and Brooks Telephone Co.,
i to Irving P. Harris and others of
!! Searsport, for $150, was approvedl
Saturday by the Public Utilities
i Commission.

TRY OUR FRESHLY SALTED NUTS
CIGARS IN CHRISTMAS BOXES

CARINI’S

RAINIER LIME RICKEY

A new sparkling Fresh Fruit Bev
erage—a perfect miser
Listen in every Friday evening at
6.15 on WBZ and WBZA
Distributed by

Rockland Produce Co.

FRUIT AND CANDY SHOPPE
338 Main Street
Rockland
MAIL AND TELEPHONE ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

Now on sa.’e at Tillson Avenue
Miniature Golf Course
146-29

At the Sign
I North National Bantvjlr

DANCE

CHRISTMAS

Every Tuesday

GREETINGS

Camden Opera House
Dean’s 6-Piece Orchestra
Admission: Men 50c; Ladles 25c

149S&TU

We extend to ail our customers and

friends our, cordial (Air.stmas Greetings

CHRISTMAS TREES

and wish you all a very merry Christ

FOR SALE

mas

50c

From 4 to 6 ft.
From 6 to 8 ft.,

North National Bank

75c

Delivered to Any Part of the City
Call

Rockland, Main©

W.

Tel.

J.

FRYE

I69-R

•
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KNOX COUNTY'S LARGEST BANKING INSTITUTION

CHEERFUL CAMDEN

Have you opened your
1931 Christmas Club?
If you were one of those who received a Christmas Club
check on December 1 this year you have no doubt al
ready opened your next year’s Club. But if you haven t
there is still time to make th; first deposit at any Secur
ity Trust Company office. Join now ^nd be sure of a

fund of Christmas cash next year.

Select one of these classes
50c a week for 50 weeks, receive $25.00 plus
$1.00 a week for 50 weeks, receive $50.00 plus
$2.00 a week for 50 weeks, receive $100.00 plus
$5.00 a week for 50 weeks, receive $250.00 plus

int.
int.
int.
int.

TALK OF THE TOWN

§

MINNIE GOLF

Santa
Claus

himself!

Atwatek. Kewt
RADIO

with the GOLDEN VOICE

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY
ROCKLAND
Camden, Rockport, Union, Warren, Vinalhaven
A Member of the Financial Institutions Group of Banks
linanrial Institutions. Inc., is a Maine corporation owning a majority of the Capital Stock of 14
Maine banks, having total resources of more than $86,000,000. Over 85 per cent of the Common
Stock of Financial Institutions, Inc., is owned by Maine capital and the corporation is managed
by Maine men who have had long and successful experience in banking and flnahefal operation.

AN AMERICAN LEGION STUNT

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Amid the notes of business depres- i the present time to about three-quar- Five tons of foodstuffs, ranging toted up stairs and deposited in the
Recently I saw a magnificent oil
from the humblest onion to jars of storeroom was a caution.
painting of the ship Joseph B. sion that one hears gloomily sounded, ters of that strength.
Operation
has
seldom,
if
ever,
been
dellclous
home.made
preserves. The evening performance was a
Thomas, that was a ship built here the report of a prosperous year en
completely discontinued, except to I
repetition of the afternoon scene with
In Thomaston by Capt. Samuel joyed by the Knox Woolen Co. of shut down for necessary repairs and f*lled thc stori rooms at the Ameri
excep(j0n that the attendance
Watts, in 1881, for Capt. William
replacements.
The
present
output
]
can
Legion
hall
yesterday,
telling
to
was
jnade
up more largely of adults,
Camden
sounds
pleasant
in
the
ear.
j
Lermond. She was once dismasted
at sea during a gale of wind, and
The good work did not stop with
The Knox woolen mill is one of > consists of paper machine felts used I the world the story that Rockland
this painting was the artist’s concep
in the manufacture of paper, one of ] and vicinity are still long on the best the benefit entertainments, for yestion of what she may have looked Maine's most dependable industries,
.. , ..
terday the contributions continued to
like at that time, and he was most and has contributed in a large degree j in the manufacture of paper, and its product that the civilized world
J
l arrive at the Legion hall until there
products are sent the Country over.
happy in his thought. I had heard
knows
—
the
milk
of
human
kindness.
one of the men who was in her at to Camden’s prosperity.
| had been amassed enough materials
One reason for the Knox Woolen
Incidentally it was another tribute to stock an ordinary grocery store for
that time tell the story of the mis
It was started in 1864 under a part- j Co.’s success has been in the strength
hap, and relate how many days and
to the splendid public spirit always
hours they were getting clear of the nership known as Johnson, Fuller & of its management as seen in Charles shown by that splendid organization some weeks.
Yesterday when order had been
wreck. I am afraid that you, who I c0
was incorporated in 1868, and C. Wood as president, C. W. Babb as
have never been there, have small 1
restored from chaos the scene on the
treasurer and superintendent. J. F.
idea of how hard the wind must in I872 commenced business as the Coombs is clerk of the corporation.
second floor of the Legion building
blow, and what a heavy sea must be Kr.ox Woolen Co. It has employed as
was one which defies an adequate de
It has paid satisfactory dividends
running, to do such damage. We hear ’ .
scription. One room was devoted al
people speak of such things and they high as 275 operatives, but is down at j regularly.
talk as though sail was taken in at -most wholly to vegetables, and there
sea for the purpose of passing away i
... .
a
reporter of The Courier-Gazette was
the time, but I assure you. Mr. Editor.
* fo.r.rard withh something that
I shown more than a ton of potatoes,
such is not the case. And then the 1 £°k,ed
'
’ 100 pounds of cabbage, five bushels of
water is not as smooth as your straightened them out. Very capable
kitchen floor, either. And the way man was Mr. Watts. We had awful The shortest days of the year begin
turnips, four bushels of beets and
Weather
—
just
like
Cape
Horn.
We
the men on the yards sometimes were under tlie topsails the greater this week. Shop early while it's day
pumpkins, squashes, carrots and
battle to get - the sails furled is part of the time. Nigger Jim was a light.
onions galore.
something to speak of, almost with
Some of the articles found in other
bated breath. And what circles great man for the owners. Very News has been received here of the
those masts do make in the air. hard or us Thomastqn fellows. Say, death of Mrs. Florence Burrows
departments included 10 cases of
That’s all right, that is what we were , ,^e.re "as “ sid\,ot ^eef hanging Mitchell, which occurred in Bain,
smoked herring, 50 loaves of bread.
irt fnr
under the forecastle—but naturally Dec. 10.
paid
for
300 pounds of coal, half a ton of
Well, this artist had the right idea. us fellows forrard didn’t get any of j
The wind was blowing very hard, as »•
ni«ht Vard sawJ‘„sp.idehr °J The auxiliary of Sons of Union
flour, 40 fourpound packages of oat
Veterans is sponsoring a bridge
could be told by the way the tops “«",“L* st0™’ ^d^s
meal,
five cases of canned goods, 100
of the seas were being blown over was turned, he helped himself to a party this evening at Grand Army
pounds of tea and coffee, 150 pounds
slice,
putting
it
in
his
pocket.
So
hall
with
Mrs.
May
Reed
as
hostess.,
the tops, and there was a heavy sea
was one night that he, Vard,
of sugar, seven barrels of apples, 300
on. as could be told by the way the that
didn't have hash for supper.
Kendrick Searles' automobile went
I cans of milk, miscellaneous canned
ship was laboring.
"Going into New York, a tug-boat onto the railway Saturday in order to
The impression made by the pic
I goods, 100 Jars of home made pre
ture was on our mind for days, and came alongside looking for business. repair damages sustained when it was
serves, eggs, butter and $40 in cash.
“
Twas
a
glorious
day,
we
were
slip

collision
with
a
truck.
ln
finally, one day when I was think ping along to beat the cars, bully
Last night the Legion workers
ing more of it than usual, I fell in breeze right after us, going so fast
Rockland's decorations are earning
with my friend Albert, who is an old that his old smoke wagon had about
were tendered a complimentary sup
H.
R.
I
Bert)
Mullen,
Chairman
of
the
Cape Horn sailor, and asked him if all she could do to keep abreast us. compliments from everybody. Our
per by the women of the Auxiliary
Benefit for the Unemployed
he had ever been shipmates in the He chaffered the old man a while suburban friends should not fail to
and
systematic plans were adopted
give
us
the
“
once
over.
”
! Thomas?
for a job and then offered to tow hin,
for an impartial distribution of the
"Sure I have!” he exclaimed; up
known
as
Winslow-Holbrook
Post,
for $25. Capt. Turner replied he Here is the standing of the Christ
"went out in her when she was new,
foodstuffs. A very complete list of
tow the tug up for half that.
mas prize contest at Carr’s alleys: and a most convincing demonstration
by the run to New York; had a great would
prospective recipients has been pre
“
That
was
a
great
trip.
I
wish
H.
Newbert,
149,
turkey;
S.
Rogers
123,
of
what
a
militant
organization
can
time; numbers of Thomaston fel we could do the same thing again.
oose; J. Black and Dr. Jameson, 121, do in peace-time.
pared by the city matron, Miss Helen
lows aboard. Myself, Johnnie Rokes
and ^rd Burton forrard; CaptBut. see here-how would a fellow uck; Graham, 119, chicken.
All this, of course, has to do with Corbett, and this will be supplement
Turner, Merer. Pnrp„ W..B,
the
benefit entertainments given at ed by name6 which have been pro
The
Congregational
Missionary
George Mitchell, Will Dunbar and do it, especially with a bloody sec
Society
meets
in
the
vest
A
Wednes

Strand Theatre Sunday afternoon vided for the Legion through other
Billie Brown, mates; .Nigger Jim, ond mate or bos’n on our tail, yamday at 3 oclock, when the subject for and evening for the good of the sources.
steward; Billy Bickmore, cook and
mering after us to hurry?”
study will be the awakening of India
The committee which had charge
Oliver Jones, carpenter.” •
E. O'B. B.
along educational and Industrial unemployed. The idea was not en
I told him that I had had a chance
of the benefit entertainments com
Thomaston,
Dec.
13.
tirely
a
new
one,
for
it
has
been
I
lines.
to tro the run in her. but on learning
The Lions will have a Christmas adopted in other New England cities, prised H. R. Mullen, chairman; Althat she was to have a crew of nig
gers, had backed out, as I had been
tree tomorrow, and the gifts will bt but it was Herbert R. Mullen who fred p Chapman. Carl Nelson. Edgar
through one such experience once
presented in rhyme. An interest n suggested that the idea be adopted Newhall, Everett Philbrook. George
upon a time, and didn’t care to re
piogram will accompany the exer
lackson, Jerome Burrows, Louis
cises. Waldoboro is forming a club. by Winslow-Holbrook Post, and the Cates. Levi Flint. Milton M. Griffin,
peat it.
idea was accepted with much en
“Well,” he said, "we had the nig
Thursday is organization day.
gers all right. They brought on a
thusiasm by the members present Col. Basil H. Stinson, R. A. Webster,
A useful and interesting ready ref when he suggested the plan. Mr. Carl Borgerson, Irvin Curtis, Carl
J near riot one night, but Mr. Watts
erence book has been compiled by R
Davis, Leroy Kalloch. Everett Oney,
B. Fillmore. It contains business di Mullen was promptly named as
rectories for Rockand and Thomas chairman, and with him were asso 'Illton French. Austin Day, Maynard
ton, and many other matters that ciated some of the Post's best work , Pease, Arthur Reed, O. E. Wishman,
foks generally ask about.
j Earl J. Alden, and Austin Brewer.
ers, as will presently appear.
The Sheepscot Valley Basketbill The groundwork for a successful Valuable assistance was also rendered
League has been formed. The benefit was furnished by Joseph by Legionnanres not on the commit
schools which Will participate are Dondis. who manages the Strand for tee.
SPECIAL NOTICE!
Waldoboro, Boothbay Harbor, Wis
It was a great stunt and all honor/
This is to announce that
casset High Schools and Erskine the Publix theatre corporation. Mr. o the boys who did it!
Academy. The schedule began last Dondis also provided the program,
ARNOLD’ C. ROGERS
week, and extends into February.
with a feature entitled "Burning
PARK
THEAIRE
Up," supplemented by short subjects
Has taken the management of the Hayloft Indoor
It is not always an easy matter to
“
What
A
Man,
”
starring Reginald
assemble the crew of the Kickapoo. which rounded out an admirable pro- Denny is tomorrow's feature.
Golf Course
which may be widely scattered ashore, gram. What might be termed PubOn Thursday, in addition to the
To assist Capt. Hays ln this matter it |jx spirit, was a]so demonstrated by vaudeville, comes Conrad Nagel in
SPECIAL FOR YOUNGSTERS
has been arranged to sound the dia- the members of the Strand Theatre “A Lady Surrenders.” When the
phone, the Kickapoo signal being 31.
A very special inducement is offered to youngsters
wife, quite frankly bored with her
The boys ought to be able to hear personnel, who charged not a cent for husband, writes an article on married
to play the Hayloft Course mornings and afternoons
that in Africa.
their somewhat strenuous services.
life, expressing her opinions as
during vacation.
The scene which Main street wit gained through her own experience,
The Rockland City Band held its
the husband makes a date with the
first rehearsal of the season Sunday, nessed Sunday afternoon and eve authoress. The wife sends her closest
ning
is
one
which
will
never
be
for

and between times elected these offi
friend in order to get her husband’s
cers: President and manager, Charles gotten by those who saw it. From reaction. The complications which
1 L. Robinson; secretary and treasurer, the highways and byways they came follow this harmless bit of play are
Milton M. Griffin; director. H. E.
far-reaching, resulting in one divorce
Limerock Street Rockland Over Munsey’s Garage
| Kirkpatrick; trustees, Charles Mont —citizens afoot and in motor cars, and a bigamous marriage. “A Lady
gomery Kenneth V. White, A. F. all armed with bundles of many sizes Surrenders" is one of the most inter
Sleeper, George W. Blethen and C. and shapes, but whose contents were esting pieces of entertainment to
A. Dunton.
unmistakably meant for the com come from Hollywood this season.—
*
___
adv.
"I see by your paper that Rockland fort and sustenance of those not so
has the handsomest street in Maine,” fortunate as to be on a steady pay
A Curtiss-Wright cabin seaplane,
says Fred C. Black. “Well, you cm roll.
George Rummel at the wheel, was
go a step farther by calling it the' Some gave on a wholesale scale; called to Swan's Island Sunday to
handsomest street in New England,
bring Mrs. George E. Rudge to Knox
and I base my. statement on what I, others in accordance with their Hospital. Shortly after her arrival
saw by a motor trip to Worcester last means. And it may be fairly assumed there Mrs. Rudge gave birth to a son.
week. Some of the cities have blocks that some gave beyond their means, She was accompanied to Rockland by
which are decorated more hand
her physician. Dr. C. B. Popplestone.
somely, but I think Main street has so splendid was the spirit of sacrifice The case, which was considered a
ln evidence.
them all beaten.”
serious one, received the attention
One woman bore In her arms an here of Dr. F. F. Brown. Mother and
The High School s skating rink at | enormous pumpkin, the kind one sees child are doing well. The great value
Community Park is now open, and
of airplane service was again splen
free skating will be permitted for a at Union Fair. A child brought half didly demonstrated in this instance.
few days In order that the public a cake of soap, not classed, perhaps,
may become accustomed to this new as a foodstuff, but the spirit of giving
Read what the Christmas expert says
privilege. Whether it will be kept was there. A little Italian girl ap YOUR FAVORITE POEM
running depends, of course, upon the
‘Tor eight years now I’ve been leaving Atwater Kent
If I had to live my life again I would
amount of Interest shown. The rink proached the box office with a pack have
made a rule to read some poetry
Radio in homes all over the world. Do they like it?
also contains a surface 112x64 for age containing all the potatoes she and listen
to some music at least once
a
week.
The loss of these tastes Is a
hockey
playing.
William
F.
Brooks,
could lug in her two arms. The
Friends, it’s the best gift in my pack! I’ve Deen test
from the ranks of the unemployed, foreign population of Rockland ls loss of hspDlnesH.—Charles Lr— ..in
ing out the new 1931 Atwater Kent myself, with the
AGE OF PEACE AT HAND
having a family of seven children,
(Famous carol written by Edmund
acts as caretaker, having been locat always conspicuously generous, and Hamilton
North Pole for an aerial. It'» got everything. When I
Sears ln 1850, and now sung
ed in that position through the certainly lived up to its reputation on at this season
throughout the world).
finish my trip this year, there’s going to be just one
Chamber of Commerce.
this occasion, although It is the It came upon the midnight clear.
That glorious song of old,
Atwater Kent left over. That’s for me!”
angels bending near the earth.
The meeting of the Speech Read factor hardest hit by the industrial From
To touch their harps of gold:
ers’ Club Friday was marked by the depression.
“Peace on the earth, good-will to men.
From Heavens all gracious King."
usual interest and response, although It is not the purpose of this article
world In solemn stillness lay
regret was expressed that tlie occa to make special mention of any con Tlie
To hear the angels sing.
sion served as the last lesson ln lip
reading under the efficient direction tributor, but we believe that nobody Still through the cloven skies they come.
With peaceful wings unfurled:
of Miss Eliza Hannegan of Portland will begrudge an extra word for M. And
still their heavenly music floats
until spring. Gratifying progress B. & C. O. Perry who provided 50
O'er all the weary world:
Above
Its sad and lowly plains
*1?8,^ee? Jnade ^h Miss Hannegan bags of provisions, and whose em
They bend on hovering wing.
at the helm, and the club plans to 1
And
ever
o'er Its babel sounds
continue through the winter season ployes, with members of their fami
The blessed angels sing.
lies,
marched
to
the
theatre
in
a
body.
under her instructions so that when
with the woes of sin and strife
she joins them in the spring, she will It is a pity that such a spectacle But
The world has suffered long;
find them ready to go steadily for could not have been viewed by a ! Beneath the angel-stratn have rolled
Two thousand years of wrong:
ward. The sewing group will meet
The gift that brings the most pleasure to the whole
man, at war with man. hears not
with Mrs Freeman Brown, presi crowd of circus-day dimensions. It And
The love song which they bring:
family—now and for years! How they’ll all enjoy it!
dent, Tuesday afternoon at 2.30 to would have been a splendid object Oh, hush the noise, ye men of strife,
And hear the angels sing!
dress dolls for the Red Cross, and lesson.
Act promptly. Don’t get caught in the last-minute
Friday afternoon at 2.45 Mrs. Rich You have heard that old expression And ye. beneath life’s crushing load
jam. Have us reserve your Atwater Kent now. We’ll
ard Booth will hold a Christmas
Whose forms are bending low,
deliver whenever you say.
party at her home on Limerock ’’worked like beavers." Well that ac- Who toll along the climbing way.
With painful steps and slow.—
[ wirately applies to the Legionnaires. Look
street.
now: for glad and golden hours
Open day and evening for demonstration.
Come swiftly on the wing:
I
As
fast
as
the
foodstuffs
were
de

PARISIAN
BEAUTY
Oh,
rest
beside the weary road.
Terms at your convenience,
posited at) the theatre one crew of
And hear the angels sing!
SALON
Legion men loaded them aboard a For lo! the days are hastening on
Complete Beauty System
By prophet bards foretold.
truck which conveyed the goods to
When wirh the ever circling years
Frederick’s Vito
Tonic r
.
...
..
. .
. „
Comes round the age of gold
Permanent Waving and Rewaring I1**1011 hal1 on Llmerock street. Here
ELECTRICIANS
another crew was in waiting, and the Wn*“B^“nt’splendors mn£e e&rth
67 PARK STREET
ROCKLAND
585 Main St.
Rockland
Tel. 721
manner in which the articles were And the whole world give back the song
150 tf
Which now the angels sing.

by

I

NEWS
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How An Oil Painting Recalls
The Knox Woolen Company Is Among the Local Concerns Boys of Winslow-Holbrook Post Reap Five Tons of FoodMemories of the Joseph B.
That Finds Business Prosperous
stuffs At Sunday’s Unemployed Benefit
Thomas

Hayloft Golf Course

Deposit
Deposit
Deposit
Deposit
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who op. oath declares that he Is Press
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RAMBLES AFIELD
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Here, There and Yonder,
Touching the Alluring
Things of Nature.

If ye keep my commandments, ye
(Number Twenty-Seven]
shall abide in my love; even as I
“
Down
in <hc gully." It doesn't
have kept my Father's command
ments. and abide in his love.—John sound very enticing, does it? But it
was the loveliest place I knew, and 1
15:10.
__________
______________
I spent more than half my s^are time
there, wondering meantime why no
CHRISTMAS, SURE ENOUGH
one else seemed to appreciate its
---- ,
beauties, for no one else ever showed
It is difficult to believe that
de®ire “> remain there more
.
than a few minutes if I may exceDt
Rockland ever has experienced a my grandmother who wa/a
greater universality of the spirit ol child of nature and seemed to underGhristmas-time than is already mak- stand my unvoiced yearning for daily
hi, itself apparent. It is true that
SSle%^the brilliance of the night lighting in ed valley in Jont's pasture, back of
the business section raises a corres- the "Bog quarry" and in it grew so
ponding glow in the heart, and fnan^ things that it would be use,
' ...
,. . .
j
less f°r me to trv to name them all
doubtless this radiates in many direc- Hepatica which we then called mavtions—but something of greater po-I flower, anemone which we called
tency than this is at work and mani- snowdrop, columbine which we called
testing itself in a spirit of helpful- honeysuckle, partridge vine which
Grandmother called “eye-berry," 1
ness an^ goodwill such as one could gauitheria procumbens which we all
scarcely look to see surpassed. If called boxberry and whose spicy red
there should be any doubt of this berries were always called "boxb’ry
fact turn
turn the
the page
naee to
to the
the storj
storv 01
of pIums
" ferns
o£ -man
all known
tact,
t0 us as
..brakes
and5' kinds
the httle
a
the response that the people have strawberry so seldom seen now and
just made to the American Legion's which even then was not at all corninvitation. Whatever may exist in monthe multiplied forms of want arising
At the boUol^ *Qf*
gu„y a
out of present industrial conditions, rippling brook meandered along,
it is plain that our citizens do not' spreading itself in rainy seasons into
purpose to leave unrecognized. It is a miniature hog perhaps a rod wide
, j
.
m Ph»ces and flowing under an old
a splendid thing the Legion boys are st0He wall
Juliann-S pasture
doing.
It is a privilege for other down by the hornbeam tree, and then
citizens to lend then a hand in it. on down by the beeches and gradualas well as toshare in
those other
oS" h*
be
low. In this brook grew a branching
activities noted here and there, which plant with a flavor like pepper grass
have for their object the improve- which I ate greedily and called
ment of situations existing among the *a£er tress with no authority for
,
. .
.
, . . . .
. . giving it this name except that in
less fortunate, and the bringing into stories of Enghsh life j found water
the lives of countless families and cress growing in brooks, so I reasoned
individuals the happiness and hope naturally that this plant must be
that of right should be associated "'ater cress Possibly it may have
been, but in those days I knew nottiwith this midwinter anniversary
ing of botany and had no way of
___________ I
learning'about plants except by an
to Grandmother and when
Over in England, in the pictur appeal
she didn't know—that settled it. The
esque village of Chedworth. there is case was hopeless! I have no doubt
sorrow by reason of the removal to that specimens of the plant can be
this country of one of their four found in the little brook to this day.
for I found some there long years
teenth century’ cottages, taken down, after I had grown up and gone out
carefully packed in boxes and shipped into the world, coming back to renew
«-■
here to be re-erected. We sym old associations.
It was on the trunks of treek in this
pathize with the people of Ched
gully that Grandmother gather: J a
worth. but the owner of the cottage kind of flat gray moss which she
probably stood in need of the money called "lungwort," using it with oththat the American buyer (Edsel er »hings as a remedy for coughs and
Knrrt is
u hinted at. was able
v, .to pay colds
It was
thataconls
an oakT grew
Ford
which bore
thehere
largest
have
for the architectural treasure. This ever seen. Here grew three kinds of
removal of houses is a thing in running evergreen and also the winthese days frequently encountered ’ter fern sometimes called Christmas
a
in. ♦ •• *
L
, fern and which I have been told is a
A notable illustration is the beautiful satisfactory parlor plant in winter,
house at Rockport, brought thither Oaks, maples and birches were scatfrom the shores of the Kennebec not tered about the place making it cool
toe., in to but
„„
the seas by barge, an ingenious piece under the maples, and one old big
of nautical engineering. The latest tree whose roots spread out over the
news of the sort comes from the town ground, had auger holes in those
loots which were full of sap and any
of Alfred:
one was welcome to insert a straw or
Love for the old Dane mansion a goose quill and help himself to all
here, (so the story is told» where her the sap he could drink.
father and mother first met. has led
• • V •
Mrs. Homer A. Beale, formerly of
Along the edge above the gullv
Boston, to arrange for removing the mushrooms sprang up after the fall
entire tliree-story house from its rains and these Grandmother would
present location here to her home at : gather and cook with butter and
Kansas City. 1500 miles away. Next pepper in my little tin dipper. I
week the building which has stood often wender that we didn't get
under the elms here for a century poisoned with them, but we ate them
and a quarter will be razed, each part trustfully and without a thought of
being numbered so that It can be danger.
,
reassembled at the end of its long
There was something else which
rail journey. Even the old gold leaf grew in the moss near the mush
wallpaper, which has decorated the rooms which I have never seen since.
parlor for more than 75 years, will he It looked something like the Irish
stripped from the walls, cleaned and moss which we gather from rocks on
restored to its original position. The the sea shore and from which blanc
house contains 12 fireplaces and sev mange is made. It was lighter in
eral fine old stairways, and is regard color however, and the clumps were
ed as a perfect type of the architec small and scattering. I find no men
ture of its day. It was once the home tion of .it in any printed matter that
of Nathan Dane, a former treasurer I have seen and I never heard any
of this state.
one give it a name in those days. I
fanev it is some sort of fungus, and
Here is a matter in the wide, wide probably of not much importance or
field of literature that should not be come one would have found a name
lightly passed over. We quote from and a use for it long ere this.
Adella F. Veazie.
that excellent evening publication,
Rankin street, Rockland.
the Boston Transcript:
A correspondent who did not think
Home Cooked Food on sale every
it necessary to sign his, or her, name , Wednesday and Saturday at BPW
has taken the trouble to inform us
. rooms orders taken for mince
that the last four words of the lines ! pies and plum puddings for Christ150-151
The little dog laughed to see such sport
Tel. 913.J.
inn-151

Prices hit new low levels at BURPEE’S tomorrow. People are weighing costs today as never before! We have
not lowered the tradiional BURPEE standard of quality—but'we have lowered the price of good furniture.
Convenient terms can be arranged!

They Explain Whv Crowds Are Coming To The
DAY AND NIGHT SALE AT BURPEE’S x
This Electric Iron
Super-value!
Standard 6-ib.
weight! Guaranteed! Nickel
plated! Cord and plug!

tjLiL

1.49

jnSS

£ft>

Walnut Cedar Chest
Large chest of Tennessee red
cedar with walnut veneer ex
terior! Weather stripping in

side!

$98

Beautiful Walnut Suite. All four pieces as shown
above! Regular price wa^ $139.00. Now......................
w-cetmcreepcx pk w w

< «

Beautiful Walnut Suite. This handsome suite reduced
from $149.00! All nine pieces included............................

$98

17.55
Convenient Terms Can Be
Arranged

'EiA.?
All the old favorite playthings are here and every
thing that's new! Bring the children to this wonder
land of fun!

A
Beautiful Velour Suit?. This handsome suite reduced
from $150.00! All three pieces...........................................

9x1?, Felt Base Rug
Heavy, handsome and large.
Regular 13.50 value! A real
bargain!

Roll-Top Desk, Chair

Big Dump Truck

5.98

Heavy steel; red with black
and yellow trim! 44 in.
long! Dumping deiice! At

Built of solid oak in golden
oak color! Roll-top desk is
31 inches high and 22 in.

wide!

11.75

Bassinets
A handsome all white bassi
net with spring.
this sale to—

Reduced for

2.39

Large Baby Dolls!

• 4.95
As near as can be to a real
live baby! Carefully formed
rubber
arms.
Dimpled
checks and blue eyes that
“go to sleep." Crying voice.
Fully dressed; 19 inches!

v y—
blcyd Doll Carriages

Sturdy Bassinet

Little girls’ delight! Wov
en fibre body; 15 in. long!
Rubber tired whec's. Save
at—

Of hardwood, in decorated
p.nk enamel! 26 In. long!
Rubber tired wheels! Only

We have marked a full size GLENWOOD RANGE includ

ing elevated shelf •

$65.00

t3

-A

£

a

Glenwood
Range

Special!
/

Give Her
t

&

$98

98? TOY COUNTER

With this we give you absolutely FREE a 9x1?. beautiful
Felt Base Rug. Terms to suit your means can be arranged.

YOUR

98c
CHOICE..................
Super-bargains in toys! In addition tv
those shown here, there are dozens and
dozens of otb-rs included, sneh as kit
chen cabinets, kitchen sets, racing autos,
footballs, tractors, etc.—toys that ordi
narily would sell from 1.25 to 1.75. Choice
of any item on this counter, 98c!

J
•155 a®
Soft • Mattress
r'
All cotton, pretty tickng; any
size

3S1 ftAoirv Street

7.70
!
i
|
I

BURPEE’S
Rockland Maine

alia 1

his residence on Union sfeet. When second only to Powers McLean as a! larly fine supporting cast for Walter I Sukeforth was s.amming em*in cop!c3 of ThcCourier-Gazette, with the
he disposed of this some months ago
high school debater.
Huston, choosing each
actor and ; fine style at Carr’s Saturday night home news, at Hotallng'sagency, 308
it marked his retirement from ac- •"Both teams of Rockland were ef- ! actress with one wary eye on history, and hung up three strings which read west 40th st.--------------- ---------------------------And the dish ran after the spoo/i
_____ _
Death
of
Well
Known
Citizen
tive work, and he went to make his fective speakers and marked by their The role of Ann Rutledge, sweetheart j 132, 101 and 102. ^olan was another
which
accompanied
a picture
on the
first page
of tne unnstmas
bookswus 1
Nilovs Repair ShTO. Spnng^ str^^, 1
Devoted Year$ To home with Mr. Carver.
smooth delivery. Cony’s speakers, as of the youthful lawyer, Abe Lincoln, .successful candlepin slayer, having
first page of the Christmas Bookstalls j
Mr. Welch belonged to no orders before proved themselves masters of ; who died just’before her marriage to , 127 as his high string. Small wonSection
» enc# o{
secnon of
01 the
me Transcript
luustupi two weeks will be open oatu
special ?convenience
01
and had no share in public affairs, speech and forceful in their argu- j the man who was to become the 1 der that the Kickapoo beat the
ago should read "ran away «lth £he ^roff.?oWn pat?ons. Greasing, headRestaurant Business
but in spite of this was one of Rock- ments. ! President of the United
States, is j Wholesalers. The summary:
spoon." May we inform him. or her, out-of town par o
u<
Kickapoo—Folan, 314; Dickinson,
land's
best
known
and
best
liked
citi"The
debate
at
Cony
was
especially
sensitively
and
delicately
portrayed
that the lines were copied as we gave , llSht adjusting eit.
j 282; Sukeforth, 335; Barnes, 262; j
Funeral services for James
, zens. His droll humor helped spreadlively and interesting.The question.1 by Una Merkel, a soft spoken, fair
C^cse^h^’me^and'F^iry^'Tales/'5 and j order vour Christmas Magazine j were held _ Sunday_ ahernoon
_____ at^he cheer in many comers.
-Resolved: that American industry haired your.g girl who, in many ways. | Drinkwater, 265; total, 1458.
Goose Rhymes ana ratry lares sou
order you
g bial prices home of his stepson. ex-Mayor James Mr. Welch was married to Harriet should adopt the five-day working , makes one think of Lillian Gish at I Wholesalers—Jordan. 253; Glidden.
a’SOJ_ha}
Y5?
folTl D^embcr: 6ift card® furn*hed' F' Carver' Suffolk street-Rev' WaIter Carver. whose death occurred about week," was discussed much the same the height of her career. Miss Merkel 284; McLoon, 253; Rogers, 308; French
of many of these immortal verses.
total, 1402.
Man, S. Rounds officiating. The presence six years ago. He is survived by his as it was in the preliminary debates. ■ first came into prominence in the 304:
Moreover, the picture itself clearly Fred E. Harden, The Magazine
Ford Motor stock took an upward
140-tf
]
of
old
friends
and
the
array
of
floral
step-son,
Mr.
Carver;
one
brother,
The
greatest
issue
appeared
to
be
j
Helen
Hayes
stage
success,
“
Coshowed that the dish was running Tel. 35-W Rockland.
tributes bespoke the community's Patrick Welch, who came from whether or not wages would be the quette." Mary Todd, wife of Lincoln, trend Friday night when .that team
“after" and not "away with" the
esteem. The bearers were John Sailors' Snug Harbor to attend the same. The present condition of un- ! whose determination and courage defeated the trolley line crew. Cope
spoon.
UNiON
Whalen, Raymond Duff, Maynard funeral; and several nieces and employment was argued upon as the guided Lincoln to the presidency and land had high string (119) and Black
The paragraph is signed with the
Marston and John Sullivan. The in nephews.
speakers tried to prove that with a through the bitter years of the Civil high total. The summary:
Ford Motor Co.—Black, 291; Cope
initials of the Transcript's dis
five-day working week this would or , War, is played by Kay Hammond,
Mrs. H. N. Maddocks had an ’.11 terment was In Achom cemetery.
The deceased was a native of Rock
would not be reinedied.
: "Abraham Lincoln” will be presented land, 288; Porter. 286: Jameson, 262;
tinguished literary editor, E. F. turn last week.
BOTH TEAMS GOOD
McPhee, 282; total, 1409.
——----------| Wednesday and Thursday.—adv.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Clarence and land, and a son of Mr. and Mrs. Pat
Edgctt, and we are glad to note the
Street Railway—Tolman, 251; Free
tw’O voung daughters were guests ovet rick Welch. Irish emigrants
. , , ,,who,
STRAND THEATRE
man, 277; Coombs, 289; Lane., 263;
clever manner in which he avoids Thanksgiving at the home of Mr. and came to this city about the middle of Augusta
Comments
,,
nRaper
u
,
t
'
■>
»
“
»
—
I
W'TH ™LB0WLERS
GresSbry, 261; total, 1341.
hiss hnvboy
absolute declaration for either of the Mrs H W. Maddocks.
the 19th century. He made h,
Upon Debates In U h,ch gg« »,
; The ttos h.,, to sm The Dark Hortfes, trotting at a good
Andrew Jones of Camden was on hood home with the late John T.
two readings, safe-guarding himself
moderate pace, came down the
Berry, having miscellaneous employ
pins since the season opened ana stretch ahead of the Wholesalers at
Rockland Figured
with those varying versions so fre a hunting trip in Northern Main' ment in connection with the large
the
motion
picture
industry
a
good
week.
the City League at Carr’s by a Carr's Friday night. Smallty had
quently encountered in the quoted last
many years ago, has turned his hand lead
Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Dimmick have estate. When he grew to manhood
very comfortable margin. In the
The Kennebec Journal of Augusta
classics. In our own memory it is returned to Wollaston, Mass. While he joined the staff of Berry Bros, as bad this to say about the Rocklaffd to the making of a superior talking County league the Wholesalers have high string (111) and Newbert had
high total. The summary:
driver.
picture, “Abraham Lincoln," a pro
unalterably fixed that the dish ran in Union, they were the guests of Mrs. hack
High-Cony High debates last week; duction of unusual merit and inter a total pinfall of 8375, but’are away
Dark Horses—Ireland, 246; New
While
the
Gilchrest
shipyard
was
"In the second round of debates est. Already playing to capacity down the list on perceatage, the Five bert, 300; Williams, 270; Jacobs, 288;
away with the spoon. Not after. We Dimmick's mother Mrs. Rose C. in operation at the Southend Mr.
Aces still having a nice lead in that Smalley, 291; total, 1395.
in the Bowdoin Interscholastic De
believe that to have been the author Stewart.
William Bramhall of Friendship Welch was employed there as •team bating League Cony again was business at the Central Theatre in combination. Here are the figures:
Wholesalers—Jordan, 256; Glidden, These graceful, beautiful SEWING
ized version upon which the youth of apfi H. A. Thompson of Lowell, were ster. and when that industry ceased winner. Though they did not win at New York, audiences and critics alike
City League
280; McLoon, 284; Rogers, 271; French CABINETS bring satisfaction and
he was employed in a similar ca
nave
acclaimed
it
the
master
piece
of
this corner of New England generally in Union last week.
PC. P.F. 272; total, 1363.
pacity by Thorndike & Hix. whole Rockland, through the victory at Griffiths long and brilliant career. , Teams
genuine comfort for they are true
William M. Stewart has very nearly sale
.833 8319
Cony's negative team which debated For the title role of the Great j Federals,
were nutured.
produce
dealers.
additions to the home and save
recovered from his recent fall, and is A radical chang*jn vocation marked at Bowdoin in the semi-finals. At Emancipator, Griffith chose one of FPrty Club, 3,
.700 8109
Mother many steps.
Consider
now able to be out around.
.500 8194
the next step in Mr. Welch's career. Cony the unanimous decision was for
Mother!
She deserves it!
Buy
foremost actors of the stage and The p*rates.
And while declaiming about the! Mr. and Mrs. James Austin of Ban for he engaged in the restaurant! Cony's negative team whic hilebated the
7979
.567
screen, Walter Huston, best known Burpcj Furniture,
her a Martha Washington Sewing
gor
were
guests
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
8000
I.
L.
Snow
Co.533
business at The Brook, being one ol with Rockland's affirmative, while at to motion picture audiences for his
seasonal generosity, comes a reader:
Cabinet! Available in Mahogany
Rose Stewart over Thanksgiving and the victims of the big fire of 1917 j Rockland, Cony's affirmative, pitted splendid
.367 8047
or Walnut!
performances in "The Lady Ford Motor Co.,
and desires that a word should be the weekend..
7820
.200
Rock.
Body
Shop,
which wiped out all of the places of against the strong debaters on the
..... The Virginian" and “Gentle
said for the birds, who when snow
Franz Butler is visiting liis parents business between Masonic Temple I negative of Rockland, lost by one Lies,
7749
.200
Street
Railway,
men of the Press." Well above s’x
We want all your LIVE POUL
spreads itself on the ground find Mr. and Mrs. Cleon Butler.
and Limerock street, on the western vote. Powers McLean of Cony was 1 feet in height, and using make-up
Carl
Oxton
was
in
Warren
Satur

side of Main street. Mr. Welch then judged the best speaker at Cony, while 1 with remarkable results, Huston ! Teams
P.F. TRY. Higheat Prices paid. Call
their sources of food greatly dimin
or write Charles Shane, care of
day night.
bought the restaurant now owned by Walter Norton, also ol the Augusta emerges^fes the Lincoln you have al- (Five Aces.
7105
ished. “Let us throw out crumbs to
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Fullen's Mont P. Trainer, and after disposing High School voted the best at Rock- | ways known. "Abraham Lincoln” 1 Forty Club
R. E. Cutting, Warren, Me. Tel.
8318
them.' says this reader. A practical new home is about ready for them of it opened the Nutshell restaurant, land. In the debates of the previous was adapted to the screen by Stephen Dark Horses,
7111 Warren 3-3 and trucks will call at
your door. References: Any poul
suggestion, easily complied with. to occupy.
He retired from this business about Friday against Winslow both these Vincent Benet, the celebrated Ameri-i Kickapoo,
6900
try raiser.
Hills has been on a hunt nine years ago.
About three years debaters had been selected as the | can poet who, last year, was awardedI Central Maine,
5557
And notice how quickly the birds find ingMaynard
Telephone 980
trip in the big woods of Northern later, desiring to have something that best. This week Alvary Gay of Rock-: the Pulitzer prize for his long poem,| Wholesalers,
8375
313-319 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
• these thrown-out crumbs. It makes Maine accompanied by his brother- would occupy his attention he opened 1 land was chosen as second to Walter ' “John Brown's Body."
CHARLES
SHANE
CO.
' Perry's Market,
6901
in-law Hale Hanley of Camden.
a very pretty sight.
27-tf
the Community Store at the rear of Norton, while he may be considered j Griffith has assembled a particu- L.P.C. Dragons,
8109
hSiStSiSiSiSiSiaiSiSiS*

JAMES WELCH
-----

THE GIFT FOR
MOTHER
A Martha Washington

----- X—

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION!

$9.85 and up
Stonington Furniture
Co.

Every-Other-Da?

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Dec. 18—Sparring exhlbtlon In Empire
Theatre.
Dec. 19 (7.15)—Copper Kettle porch,
opening meeting Woman's Educational
Club.

Weather This Week

Weather outlook for week in the
North and Middle Atlantic States—
Mostly fair except for a period of
snows over north and rains over the
south portion about Thursday; mod
erately cold in New England at ber
ginning of week; rising temperature
middle of week and colder at end of
week.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, December 16, 1930
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FREMONT BEVERAGE DEAD

Fremont Beverage, a prominent
resident of North Haven, dropped
dead in a Rockland Xdentist’s office
this morning. He had come to this
city on business, and fellow passen
gers on the island boat remarked a
change in his appearance. The de
ceased was 74; was a farmer and
Justice of the peace, and had held
numerous town offices. He is sur
vived by his wife; two sons, Harold
(who holds a position of prominence
in the radio world) and Stanley; and
one daughter Serita, who is in
Washington, D. C.

SANTA CLAUS
FOUR FLOORS, teeming with

ing from Senter Crane’s exten

Is at SENTER CRANE'S

gifts ... <. practical gifts in gay

sive assortments this year, is the

Mornings 19.30 to 11.00 oi

holiday dress.., individual gifts

fact that owing to changing mar

Afternoons in His Workshop

... DIFFERENT gifts.

ket conditions your gift purchas

In Big Front Window

Third Floor Toyland

The ladies’ aid of Littlefield Me
morial Church will meet in the vestry Penobscot View Grange will have a
Wednesday afternoon for a tacking. Christmas tree as a special feature
Thursday. Refreshments.
Circle supper at the Uiversalist
vestry tomorrow night at 6 will be ' Arnold Rogers has taken the man
under the direction of the men, with agement of The Hayloft miniature
George L. St. Clair in charge.
golf course and will add many new
features. During this vacation he is
The Woman's Missionary Society offering special inducements to the
of the First Baptist Church will meet youngsters of grade school age to
in the vestry Wednesday afternoon play mornings and afternoons.
at 2.30. The women are requested to
50 prepared to sew.
Edwin Libby Relief Corps meets
Thursday, with supper at 6, Mrs.
The Missionary Society of Little Velma Marsh and Mrs. Adelma
field Memorial Church will meet Mullen in charge. A Christmas tree
in the vestry Thursday afternoon at for the members and comrades, to
2 o'clock. There will be a business gether with carol singing and an en
meeting, program and work.
tertainment will occupy the evening.

ing dollar will reach so

The pupils at the Tyler school prelented some very inspiring Christmas
jrograms before many visitors. The
jrograms were well rendered and the
jhlldren seemed to enjoy the songs
ind playlets as much as the visitors.
iVhen the music teacher, Mrs. John
son, arrived, her magic touch on the
aiano and her enthusiasm gave an
nspiration to the singing. Mrs.
Johnson played a selection of her own
imposition which was greatly appre-

fa
Another lot of the 16.50

Hats off to the radio which has
given such perfect reception for
this fall's football games.
The “squealer” still lives. He
(or she) was very .busy Sunday
noon.

Will somebody account for those

Sensational cuts in drug store
ices are in effect at Johnston's
rug store, 73 Park street. This is
it a sale but will be a permanent
actice. Drive up to Johnston's and
ve money.—adv.

Gift Hosiery

Evening Gowns

’10
This will he a
Silk Stocking Qhristmas

All sizes, all pastel colors and black

yyND it will be a McCallum Christfor these luxurious, allpucg-silk stockings may now be had

XX mas,

Jof
‘ I*
for as little as $1.50 a pair.

The new, exclusive McCallum
y/inter shades are h,ere in all sizes.
Buy a pair or a box and your gift of
McCallum stockings will be a gift
supreme.

Every one new stock this week, and latest
style long dresses.

Here’s a practical

Christmas present!

A Real Live Santa Claus Is Here To Meet The Children
MORNINGS on third floor from 10.30 to 11 o’clock. AFTERNOONS he works in his shop
in our big front window from 3.30 to 4 o’clock. Don’t deprive the children
of the chance to see him—they are only young once.

1.00 to 3.98

Play Autos,

30c to 1.50

Mechanical Toys,

Musical Instruments,
Doll’s Furniture,

50c to 4.95
1.00 to 5.00

g»prrial Uuggagr

Books

Zipper Top, 16 in. Overnight Bag,
A
Week-end Case, 16 inch,

Unusual handle designs that har
monize with fascinating patterns of
pure silk. All 16 rib gilt or silvered
frames and wood shanks. An appre
ciated as well as a practical gift.
Select yours now. A gift box free
with every umbrella.

4.98

Week-end Case, 16 inch fitted,

*alr of Uagntt

2 for $1.00

CARD OF THANKS

Blackboards
Games, etc.

Umbrellas
Zipper Top, 14 in. Overnight Bag,' 2.98

Very fine gauge, a remarkable value

Pink or Peach—Matched Sets

/Others from 1.00 up. Also Children’s at 1.00, 1-50
Colors: Navy, brown, Green, purple, red and black

(gifts fur iHru
Shirts,

Ties,

1.00 to 2.98
50c to 2.50
5-00 to 10.00
1-39Special

Bath Robes,
Flannel Shirts,
Flannelette Robes and Pajamas

land. wish to thank them for the pleas
ant afternoon which they spent In con
nection with the benefit for the unem
ployed Sunday at Strand Theatre.
•

SENTER CRANE COMPANY
I

.

Erector Sets,

50c to 5.00

Aeroplanes,

B. & C. O. Perry, proprietors of Food-

Signs and Banners for Holiday
sales. J. H. Moody. 154 North Main
street.—adv,
150*151

Trains,

3.25 to 10.50

Tricycles,

CARD OF THANKS

The employes and their families of M.

the asking!

Don't forget the Hosiery for Men and Children

UloomrtB anti Wats

thank all the neighbors and
their kindness during the
death of Mrs. Mary Eliza
for the beautiful flowers.
Oscar John Hodgkins.

ful gift box — free for

Mend, Val Doree, etc.

MATHER—At Chloago. Ill.. Dec. 6.
Katherine I., widow of Albert I.
Mather. Funeral Wednesday at 2 o’clock
from Burpee's parlor.
SMITH—At Rockland. Dec. 13. Sewall E.
Smith, aged 59 years. 4 months, 3 days.
Interment at Vlnalhaven.
I wish to
friends for
Illness and
Blunt; also

Every pair in a beauti

Besides McCallum we have complete lines of Gotham Gold Stripe, Gordon, No-

Bugs Baer’s monologue on the
Army-Navy game was very amus» ing. Evidently Bugs didn’t have
a choice seat.

three distinct sneezes which I
Unless all signs fail Empire Theatre
heard while listening to the
will be packed Thursday night to see
WNAC broadcast between noon
Fisher give Cecil Grant some of the
and 1 o’clock Sunday afternoon.
medicine which Grant handed Al.
Wilson, and meantime “Al” will be
During the Rescue Society hour
taking toll from K. O. Stevens, who
on WHDH Sunday afternoon the
is no slouch. Young Gray is bring
announcer told of a request from
ing the Belfast contingent who are
Mineola Bridges of Isle au Haut,
behind Harold to a man and will bet
for a song. The name of the town
their shirt that he can beat any boy
seemed to furnish tne broadcaster
of his weight in these parts. Young
with food for thought.
»
Odette and Parent will furnish the
fastest prelim ever staged in Rock
Signs and Banners for Holiday
land. Don't miss this, and order your
seats early. Prices have been reduced sales. J. H. Moody, 154 North Main
street—adv.
150*151
to suit the times.
The impression grows in Central
Chester T. Marshall of Swamp
scott, Mass., and Capt. William Collis Europe that this is a “peace to end
of Nantucket were in Damariscotta peace."—Cincinnati Times-Star.
last Thursday and contracted for a
BORN
75-footer, which will be equipped
—At Knox Hospital. Rockland,
with a 125 h. p. 5-cylinder Diesel en RUDOE
to Mr. and Mrs. Gorge E. Rudge
gine of the latest style, and all the
(Marlon Gott) of Swan's Island, a son.
other euipment which goes with a McKINLEY—At Union. Dec. —. to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert McKinley, a daughter.
first class oraft. The former Port
Ruth Stevns.
Clyde boy (Mr. Marshall) has hopes
of closing another job for a Maine
DIED
shop very soon. Inasmuch as marine
work is very light and few shops have BEVERAGE—At Rockland. Dec. 16. Fre
mont Beverage of North Haven, aged
work for their men this winter the
74 years.
efforts of Mr. Marshall must surely CARROLL
—At Warren. Dec. 13. Elbridge
be appreciated.
Carroll, aged 78 years, 6 months.

diss Bicknell has just received a
ge shipment of new goods, includ; more of the $1.50 handbags and
s 50 cent traveling kits for men;
■n evenings; 12 Knox street. 150-lt

farther.

And to add to the fun of choos

The Clara Barton Guild meets this
afternoon in the Universalist vestry
to Cleet officers and pack the Christ
mas box for Miss Powell's mountain
school. Mrs. E. W. Pike, counselor,
will be in charge.

The cub scouts will meet at 6.00
tomorrow night at the Armory (over
Gregory's) with Ralph Lewin in
charge and all youngsters invited.
Incidentally the Boy Scouts have
some toys they can give needy chil
dren. If anyone knows such chil
The Past Noble Grands and Past dren a word to Mr. Lewin will do the
Grands .Associatiorr-fneets tomorrow rest.
at Odd Fellows hall, with picnic sup
per to be served on arrival of out of
The Ladies’ Society of the Univer
town guests. An entertainment will salist Church will solicit and prepare
augment the business session.
baskets of food for distribution
among the needy, as is their usual
Department Commander F. S. custom at Christmas time. Contri
Philbrick is in Portland today to butions of pies, vegetables, apples,
attend a headquarters reception for preserves, money, etc., are needed,
th president of the State W.R.C. and should be taken to the church
Tomorrow night he attends a recep vestry in the afternoon of Tuesday,
tion given by the Sons of Union Vet Dec. 23, or the early morning of the
erans.
>
following day.
— "A
Mrs. Gladys Morgan, Miss Bertha
Friday the children in Miss Miller’s
Luce Miss Margaret Stahl and room, grade four, Tyler school, were
Mrs. Beulah Ames will furnish the regaled with a nice treat of candy,
entertainment program for the Bap popcorn and apples and were also
tist; Men's League tomorrow night, presented with a large cake, made by
after the housekeepers have served Mrs. H. G. Staples, whose daugh
a very nice supper. The members ters, Charlotte and Priscilla, are
foresee a very pleasant evening.
pupils in this school. It was very
nice and large enough so that each
The Maine Coast Osteopathic So- of the 36 children could share.
iety held its monthly meeting at Teacher and pupils appreciated Mrs.
tie Thorndike Hotel, Saturday, Dec. Staples’ thoughtfulness.
3. Plans were discussed for future
rograms along clinical and educa- . The Glee Club of Nasson Institute
lonal lines. The society consists of of Sanford assisted by a male
lembers from Waldo, Knox, Lincoln quartet, under the direction of Mme.
nd Sagadahoc Counties.
Cora Pierce Richmond, presented
George B. Nevin's sacred cantata
The inauguration of the dial system “The Adoration" Sunday evening at
t Camden last week was closely ob- the First Baptist Church of Spring
erved by a large delegation of tele vale. It was given in pageant form,
hone officials from the Bangor dis- the young ladies being gowned in
rict who returned home very en- White. Among the members of the
husiastic over the smooth and suc- glee club appears the name of Miss
essful manner in which the cut-over Margaret Adams of Rockland.
ras accomplished. Bangor is soon to
ndergo a similar conversion and is
Harold E. Jackson’s first day as
oping to have success equal to that president of the Forty Club was an
trained in Camden.
unqualified success with excellent at
tendance, several lively new songs,
The Seth Parker entertainment two new members accepted and a
nripr the direction of Miss Burdelle rattling good talk by E. Carl Moran.
itrout which was presented in con- Harry Wilbur, attorney and Harry
lection with the recent Methodist Mittelle manager of the Eastern
air was given a\ the Baptist Church Furniture Co. were admitted to mem
a Thomaston Friday evening, scor- bership. Mr. Moran's talk was cor
ng a pronounced hit. The produc- dially received and is reported at
ion is a faithful representation of length on another page. A special
he Seth Parker hour which has held Christmas prpgram will be held next
he interest of the radio audience for week.
nany months.
“ON MY SET”
Among the teachers who have reIn order to be strictly up'to the
urned to their homes for the Christmoment you should not fail to use
nas vacation are Miss Olive Pride,
that slang phrase “Believe you
Vestbrook; Miss Grace Cunningme," which has been so much in
lam, Woodstock, N. B; Durwood
evidence at the football games
leal, Millinocket; Miss Ina Hunter,
this fall.
’rovidence; Miss Ramona Leadbet••• «•• •••
er, Belfast; Miss Carol CunningTune in Saturday nights at 9
lam, Whitefield; Mr. and Mrs.
o
’
clock
to
hear
the Carborundum
Charles Phillips, Dover-Foxcroft;
Band, broadcasting through sta
Hiss Hazelteen U. Watts, Clinton;
tion WNAC.
Hiss Catherine Carswell, Gorham.

much

ft

FRIENDSHIP

CHRISTMAS CASH CLUB
NOW FORMING
at

THE THOMASTON

BANK

NATIONAL

THOMASTON, MAINE
144-tf

BAY STATE'S BAD SEASON
The annual two weeks' deer hunt
ing season in Massachusetts was
highly unsatisfactory as far as
western Massachusetts is concerned.

characterized with small killings of
deer but by an unprecedented num
ber of casualties and fatalities among
the hunters. Seven hunters have
lost their liVes either directly or In
directly in pursuit of deer, and 17
were more or less seriously injured,

WOCKI AN" DIVISION

LET US SUPPLY
YOUR

, TABLE
TRIMMINGS^

imuiLii iiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaitiiiiitiiiimiiiiiiii("aiiii:iiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiioiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiuiiiiuitC3inniiiii(iaiim7

M<XEB

NUTS

RIBBON „ _
rANDY 39

5

2-Lb. Box

FULL MIXTURE =

HiiQiiiiiiinnoiiiiiunitaiiiiiiiiiiiiamiiu

x<uiiiiiii:aiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiuoiiiiiiiiiBOiiiiiiiiiiiioiiiiiiiiiiioiiiiiiiiiii|

TaU

g=

mellow, full flavored COFFEE

Cranberry Sauce «»»

5

by the drip method in the Drip-o-lator

□CEAN SPRAY

DRIP-O-LATOR

Walnuts -29c
DJI’ POULTRY r„
D"U SEASONING ’ki
SPLENDID

PUMPKIN

Large
Can

te

XO

AND ONE POUND

NATION-WIDE COFFEE
s

1.19

= MAKES A NICE CHRISTMAS PRESENT
illl□llllllllllll□llllllllllll□llllllllllll□llllllllllll□llllulll

Lucky Strike

SPLENDID

Cigarettes

Hince Meat Ca"

Per $
Carton

.urrants
ATION-WIDE!

1.15

TiiiiomiiiiiuiaiiiiiiiiiiiiQiniiiiiiiiiDJiujiiiiiiiDiiiiiii

IIIIIIIIIIIOIIIIIIIIIIIDIIIIIIIIIIIOIIUIIIIIIICII.

GOLD MEDAL

per

;ELATINElCAKIF10t,RALL FLAVORS

=

CLICQUOT CLUB

CINGER ALE 2

"lamHiiiiiio'iiiiiiiiimiiimmiiDiiiniiiz

IELLO

I

ALL FLAVORS

iitiiii3iiiiiiiiiiic]iiiiitiiii<niiiiiiiiiiiaiii =

hreepure|

Pineapple

Per

CROW Pk«
-u -

t

Large
Can

DOROTHY RICH

L.

4

Ralston’s £ 25l

Ground’ CAMAY'S
□

Bottles

PLANTATION-Sliced

Chocolates

For

Carry

Your

Medicine

In Your Handbag
70
tablet*

Our Vegetable Compound is
also sold yi chocolate coated tab
lets, just as effective as the liquid
form.
Endorsed by half a million women,
this medieiue is particularly valuable
during the three trying periods of ma
turity, maternity and middle age.

98 out of 100 report benefit

Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound.
LYOiA t p-nx-v* HtDONl CC

lynx. MASS.

all his friends wish him the best of
success They leave North Haven
Monday noon on the lighthouse ten
der which takes them direct to their
station.

VINALHAVEN

Wanted

WANTED -Old Books: Maggie a Girl ,
of the Street. 1893; Tanshawe. 1828; I
HlAwatha,
1855: Moby Dick, 1851; Omoo. :
Lost and Found
1847: Snowbound. 1866; Leaves of Grass,,
1855:
also
other
old books; also Currier;
LOST —A brown sueds fur-lined right
BOX 208. Rockland.
hand glove, between Masonic Temple A Ives pictures.
Me
________________________________
150-155 I
and Water Cos office. Reward^Please
WANTED—Young lady of pleasing |
leave at office of COURIER-GAETTE.
personality for hostess ln motion picture . I
LOST—Maltese and white shag cat; i studio. PARK STUDIO. 25 Park St.
150-152 j
has double fore paws Reward offered j
MRS o. K MAYO .22 Masonic St. Tel.1
WANTED—Boarders or roomers. MRS.
149-152
E. C. GRANT. 184 South Main St. Tel.
304.
POUND—Spectacles with black bows, 526-M_____________________________ 147-152 |
Cor. Main and Tillson Ave. Call at
WANTED— Reliable girl to cate for 2
COURIER-GAZETTE Office.
149-150 children and to do general, housework.
-----------' dally
Care of children most Import- ,
ant.
Apply after 5 30. MRS. JOSEWALDOBORO
PH1NE PERRY. 77 Summer St.__________ ;
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Weston | WANTED -Long haired shaggy kit-'
JOHN S. RANLETT. Rockville. Me.
have closed their house on Depot tens.
street and are in Portland where they ; Tel. 352-14.____________________ 150*156
WANTED—Small office safe: height 18
will pass the winter.
or 24 Inches, combination lock
S. A.
Herman Nash of Brockton, Mass., | MACOMBER. 23 Amsbury St. Tel.
is the guest of Dr. and Mrs. George 1158-W.____________________________ 149*151
WANTED—At once, a position as prac
H. Coombs.
tical nurse or housekeeper. CALL 8944.
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Bossa have re ___________________________________
149*151
turned from Boston.
—A first-class salesman Call
Mrs. I. S. Bailey of Philadelphia atWANTED
PARK STREET SERVICE STATION
is visiting her parents. Mr. and Mrs. ___________________________________ 149-151
J. T. Gay.
WANTED—At once long haired An- |
John Howell of Boothbay Harbor gora kittens 7 weeks to 4 months. Tel.
YORK S. Jll Pleasant St.. Rock
is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph j 293-W.
land^_______________________________148-150
Stafford.
WANTED-Sales manager for Knox i
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Duane are in I County.
One who has had experience
Quincy. Mass., where they will pass and who ls desirous of getting into a»
real money proposition on the ground
the winter.
floor. Give telephone number Address
Mr#. Myra Burkett is a patient in M. S. C., care The Courier-Gazette
I
___________________________________ 148-1504
the Knox Hospital, Rockland.
A new telephone has been installed
WANTED—Trucking and Jobbing of >
in the residence of Rev. George W. all kinds, loads to Portland at once R
W. JEWELL. Glencove, Me. Tel. 256-4
Collins.
147*1521
Percy Moody is in Boston on a 1 WANTED -Washing and Ironing called
business trip.
for and delivered. MRS. GERTRUDE
Mrs. S. H. Weston was hostess at a 1 COTTON. 16 Kelly lane. Tel. 522-W.
___________________________________
144-155
meeting of the Auction Club Friday j
WANTED- Radio repair Jobs. Bring in I
evening.
that radio which you can't get fixed
Miss Edith Levensaler is taking the elsewhere,
we have an expert radio re
place of Miss Minnie Light as book pair man who can fix It at a reasonable 1
charge.
HOUSE-SHERMAN.
Inc. Next
keeper at J. T. Gay’s store during door to Ford Agency, Rockland.
146-tf

CLEARANCE SALE
2nd-Hand Furniture
If you have been waiting for
prices to reach bottom—come now
for ours are already there!
Tremendous Reductions on these
greatest values ever offered. Come
in—nose around and you will see
a lot. It will give you an idea
of the unbelievable value offered
here. We have a fine selection of
Kitchen Stoves, Parlor Stovee and
Special Stoves, in fact everything
to make a home. We also carry
a complete line of Store and
Office Furniture.

ROCKLAND
FURNITURE CO.
Formerly occupied by Rockland
Produce Ce.
Telephone 427-R
41 Tillson Ave.
Rockland

llOSTtf

efflark every grave.

Memorials
We believe “a satisfied cus
tomer is the best advertise
ment," and on that principle,
our business is increasing.
We shall be very glad to ad
vise you on the selection of a
suitable Memorial for your
Cemetery plot.

Schools closed Friday for a vaca
tion of two weeks.
A Christmas tree was held at
vinalhaven High School Friday aft- Miss Light's vacation which she is '
ernoon with this program: Singing passjng in Boston.
Wm. E. Dornan & Son
by the SChool; poems, Allen Lawry;
To Let
Miss Winnie Keizer was hostess at I
presents, distributed by Dorothy Bill- the meeting of the Susannah Wesley
TO LET—Flve room apartment, mod
*
Inc.
jngs and Martha Beckman; song and Society Monday evening.
ern, newly renovated, good location
recitation, "Hew I Lost My Beau,"
Price reasonable.
L. A. THURSTON,
Vertner A. Stahl, Jr., son of Mr. “Rockland.
EAST
UNION.
ME.
“
............
150-152
Tel.
1159.
Martha Beckman; singing of school and Mrs. Vertner A. Stahl of Port
117T-tf
song
land. died Friday at St. Barna- ! TO LET—House of 6 rooms on Fern St. ;
Just off Talbot Ave., garage, flush closet,
Friday evening at Town hall a bas Hospital of pneumonia following electric
lights; chance
for a garden.
Christmas dance was held by the an appendicitis operation. He was a Apply to A M HASTINGS_______ 150-151
senior class. Kenneth Webster was grandson of Capt. and Mrs. A. F.
TO LET—On Limerock St.. 4-room
POULTRYMEN
Stahl of this town.
the prize winner.
tenement with flush closet, electric
lights
and
garage
Apply
at
196
LIMEThe Board of Trade are planning an
ATTENTION!
A benefit bridge will be given at
entirely new program for their ROCK ST- or Tel 875-M________ 149*151 (
G. A. R. rooms Thursday night.
We Want Your
TO LET—Two room furnished apart
Pleasant River Grange will have a Christmas activities this year. In ment.
LIVE
POULTRY
modern
conveniences,
also
rooms
Christmas program and joke tree at addition to the usual beautiful Com by day or week. Apply 2 WILLOW GT.
And Will Pay Highest Market
munity
tree
outside
their
rooms
they
149*151
their hall, Wednesday night, the pro
Price
gram: Singing, Joy to the World; will join the Methodist and Baptist TO LET—Garage at 47 Pleasant St. Call or write and trucks will call.
OWL’S HEAD
Churches
in
a
celebration
held
in
BICKNELL.
82
Inquire
of
LILLIAN
song, Star of the East and tableaux;
COHEN BROS.
149*151j
The Christmas sale supper and so song. First Christmas Gifts: tableau. Oldis' new hall Wednesday evening. Limerock St.
Care CHARLES McKELLAR
cial of the Library Association which Shepherds and Star; song, Silent Trees, a fine program and Santa
TO LET—Sunny apartment, recently!
WARREN, ME.
was held Wednesday in the Com Night; tableau, Mary and Child and Claus with his goodies for the chil remodeled, modern, fine location ln
Telephone Warren 2-3
Telephone EVELYN PEAS
munity room proved a great success Angels; song, First Christmas gifts; dren will be features of this affair to Thomaston.
LEE. Rockland, number 189-W
148-150
Reference: Any poultry raiser
The decorations were under the tableau. Mary and Child, Angels and which every one will be welcome.
109-tf
direction of Orrin Scammon and Wise men: closing. Hark the Herald ?)3ikS»SiSt£i3ia.£.£.£iS!>.£:3i£;9)9i>;3>S)Ml TO LET—Six room house. 146 Lime- ,
rock St. Furnace, electric lights, flush ;
« closet.
'consisted of fir trees and spruce Angels sing. The program is under
No
children.
TEL.
819-W.
A CHRISTMAS PRESENT
<> ____________________________________ 148-tf
boughs, which formed a very pretty the direction of Mrs. Carl Ames,
setting for the evening. The com assisted by Mrs. L. H. Bucklin. Each
TO LET—Four room tenement, lights,
That yields much satisfaction g gas.
toilet, garaee at 156 Union St.
mittees were: Aprons, Mrs. Celia member is asked to contribute a 10
is a year's subscription to The g BENJAMIN MILLER. 26 Rankin St Tel.
Leadbetter: fancy articles. Mrs. Anna cent gift.
692-J.
148*150
Donohue; ice cream. Mrs. Martha
Courier-Gazette. The visit of g TO LET—Furnlshed room at very rea
Leon Arey was in Rockland Friday.
Philbrook: supper, Mrs. Borgerson,
sonable
price.
7
LIMEROCK
ST..
Rock
this
paper
three
times
every
«
Christmas Tree and children's proSince 1840 this firm bu
Miss Young, Mrs. Dyer, Miss Mariweek is a steady reminder of the § land______________________ ________ 148-150
docks Mrs. Mattie Maddocks had gram at Union Church, Dec. 23.
faithfully served the famlllM
TO LET—One 6-room and one 7-room
giver—156 times a year. A hand- g rent, at 17 Warren St.; also 7-room house
charge of constructing the chowdar
Vivian Davis has returned to
of Knox County
6 Knox St. All pleasantly located ln ,
LADY ATTENDANT
which every one pronounced excel- Swan's Island.
some Christmas card carrying M at
good neighborhood, newly repaired, and
Tai. Day 450 ;
711-1
lent. Mr. Speed furnished the clams
ybe ^ate oj
piremen-s ball is
the donor's name goes forward § moderately priced. Apply to MILDRED
AMBULANCE SERVICE
and they were very nice ones which January 6 and wiu be held in MemoOXTON CRIE. 12 Warren St. or Tel.
of course goes a Ions wavs in making riai ^all. Chairman of committee, g with the gift. Call at the office g 577._________________________________ 143-tf
3 or telephone 770. and the order g TO LET—Three room furnished apart
a good chowder. Isabell Bain had J. Homer Gray.
ment on Orient St. NELSON B COBB.
chare? of the grabs, which were done
Mrs. Flora Ames, who recently un u will be filled.
Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
141-tT<
ROCKLAND. ME.
up iri red and white paper and tied to derwent a surgical operation at Knox S . .
TO LET—Two furnished rooms with
a prettv Christmas tree which stood Hospital has returned home.
_______________________
, private bath. 192 LIMEROCK ST. Tel
in one corner of the room. A ver;'
Mrs. Aura Roberts and daughter ANNUAL MEETING OF THE SECURITY 600 or 211-M._______________________ 139-U .
happv surprise came in tne evening Mrs. Arthur Mills left Thursday for
TRUST COMPANY
TO LET --Eight-room house, all modThe annual meeting of the stockhold- ern Improvements at 14 Shaw Ave. Inwhen a check of $100 was presented Boston where they are guests of rela
~
... quire -------------------------------ers of the Security _
Trust. Company
will
10 NORTH MAIN ST. Tel. 7g7
to the Association, a gift irom Perry tives.
be held at its banking rooms at Rock
136-tf
Maddocks and Sidney Maddocks in
Mrs. Frank H. Winslow entertained land. Maine, on Tuesday January 13
TO LET—Tenement at 18 Gay St
1931. at 10 o'clock a. m . for the choice Apply
memory of their brother Austin who ,
Washington Club. Saturday of
to
L.
W.
BENNER,
2
North
Main
a Board of Directors and an Executive
died last September. This gift is night
135-tf
Committee for the ensuing year, and for St.
much appreciated and a vote of. A. G. Johnson was in the city Fri the transaction of such business as may TO LE'x—a warm, sunny apartment ol
five rooms and bath, private entrance
legally come before then!.
thanks was taken to be extended to dav.
•a»d$PM0«. mi: MASTER'S V0-U.
J. C PERRY. Clerk.
Inquire of ELIZABETH DONOHUE. 89
the donors. Friends from out of
Mr. and Mrs. Emmons Smith left
Rockland. Me., Dec. 15. 1930.
Park St.. Rockland.
134-tf
town came to the supper and also en Thursday for Rockland where Mr.
15O-T-3
TO LET—6-room tenement on Sorias i
joyed the evening social; $45 was net Smith entered Knox Hospital for
street,
electric
lights,
gas.
flush
closet.
i
THE GEORGES NATIONAL BANK
ted and added to that already in the treatment.
MRS JOSEPH DONDIS. 69 Beech St Tel.
The annual meeting of the Stockhold 42-W
146-tf
treasury, pavs our debt in full and
As rel'able as the Victrola
Mrs. M. E. Landers and daughter ers of The Georges National Bank of
leaves a balance of $103.88. Thanks Dora visited Rockland Wednesday, Thomaston will be held at the banking TO LET—Unfurnished 5 room tenement
and
garage.
North
Main
St
ROBERT
U
rooms
of
said
bank
on
Tuesday.
January
are extended to every one for being returning by plane.
13. 193* at 10 o’clock, a. m.. for the pur COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel. 11.___ 146-tf
so kind and helping in every way
Mrs. Russell Arey returned Fii pose of fixing the number and electing TO LET—Tenement at 38 Mechanic St
possible. Now that the association is day from several days' visit in Rock a board of Directors for the ensuing MRS
W S. KENNISTON. 176 Main St
year, and of transacting any other busi Tel. 874-W.
out of debt it will still carry on and land.
146-tf
ness that may legally come before them.
can have some of the lesser things
TO
LET—Five room furnished apart
Per order.
Mrs. Jack Nichols was in Rockland
All modern Improvements. Inquire at
ROCKLAND, ME.
L. S. LEVENSALER. Cashier.
which are so much needed.
Thursday.
12 ELM ST.
146-tf
Thomaston. Maine, Dec. 6, 1930.
124-tf
The church circle met with Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. G. N. Bucklin of Free
147-T-3
TO LET—Apartment in Bicknell block. I
P. S. Merriam Thursday and a com port were recent guests of Mr. and
Apply
to
B.
B
SMITH.
Thorndike
&
Hix
*
ANNUAL MEETING Of THE
forter was tacked for Mrs. Bray. Mrs. L. H. Bucklin.
j Lobster Co. Tel. 208.
146-tf
THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK
There will be no more circle meetings
De Valois Commandery worked
The annual meeting of the stockhold
until after Christmas.
ers
of
the
Thomaston
National
Bank,
for
the Red Cross and Malta degree Fri
For Sale
August Carlson, a former resident day night on John Crockett and choice of directors, and such other busi-1
as may legally come before them., —
—77—I--------;—7----------- T7----- r
of Owls Head, died Monday at his James Tabbot of North Haven. ness
will be held at their banking rooms on
FOR SALE Movie reel of yourself and
gVrk’St **
home in Lincolnville, after a long Lunch was served at the close of the Tuesday. January 13. 1931. at 130 oclock
p. m.
illness. Funeral services were held ceremonies.
Others from North
It Getting; Up Nights, Backache,
Per order,
| ___________________________ _____ 1150-152
at the home Thursday, with burial Haven attending the meeting were
J. WALTER STROUT. Cashier, i FOR SALE—Dry cord wood. $10; fitted frequent day call* Leg Paina, Nerv»
ousn.
ss, or Burntnc, due to function
in the cemetery in this place. A Philip Brown, Foy Brown and Henry
Thomaston. Me.. Dec. 9. 1930.
______ j wood. $14; junks. $12; ,«oft wood Junks.
147-T-3 $8 cord. L. F. TOLMAN
Tel. 2S3-13. al Bladder Irritation, In acid condi
number of the family friends from Duncan.
tions,
makes you feel tired, depressed
RDckland.
150-5
Owl s Head attended the short serv
' and discouraged, try the Cystex Test,
ANNUAL MEETING OF THE NORTH
Luella Holmes of Swans Island is
FOR
SALE
—
Attention
—
lobster
fisher.
i
Works
fast, starts circulating thru
NATIONAL
BANK
ices held at the grave.
the guest of Capt. and Mrs. C. E.
Unbreakable green 2-qt. bottles. I the system in 15 minutes. Praised by
Notice Is hereby given that the annual men!
10c;
1-qt..
6c.
plenty.
Best
apples
yon
1
thousands
for rapid und positive ac
Young.
meeting of the Stockholders of the
tasted $2 barrel. One truck body' tion. Don't give up. Try Cystex (pro
L. H. Bucklin left Wednesday for North National Bank will be held at Its ever
NORTH HAVEN
nounced
Siss-tex)
today, under the
for
transporting
horses
or
cattle,
very
Redstone, N. H„ where he has em banking rooms on Tuesday. January 13. cheap. Tel 611-W Rockland HARMON. Iron-Clad Guarantee. Must quickly
Friday night at the church, a fare ployment.
1931. at 10 o’clock a. m. to fix the num
allay
these
conditions,
improve test
149*151
ber of and elect a Board of Directors
well reception was given to Mr. and
ful sleep and energy, or otooey baclfe
Louise Libby went Saturday to for the ensuing year, and to transact FOR SALE—Penobscot Bay farms and Only
66c
at
Mrs. Charles L. Knight and family, Wollaston. Mass., for two weeks' va such other business as may properly cottages for sale and rent, attractive
C. II. Moor & Co.. Rockland
prices. Ideal loactlons. tea houses, and
with this program: Orchestra selec cation visit with her parents Mr. and come before the meting.
shore lots ORRIN J. DICKEY. Belfa«*.
Per order.
tions marches and overture; singing Mrs. C. S. Libby.
E F. BERRY. Cashier.
Maine.
146-tf
of Auld Lang Syne by a quartet of
Rockland. Me.. Dec 15. 1930
150-T-3
Mrs. Addie Bucklin returned from
DENTAL NOTICE
FOR SALE—R. I. Red oullets. F~A.
girls, Ivaloo Brown, Mercedes Cald Rockland Friday.
PETITION
WINSLOW. Crescent Beach. Tel. 425-14.
erwood. Mabel Bray and Alice Nutt;
DR.
J. H. DAMON
148-150
To
the
Honorable
Municipal
Officers
of
j
__________________________
_______________
Annice Gross returned Wednesday
orchestra selections, “Sweet Mem by plane from Rockland.
thc City of Roekland, Maine
i FOR SALE—Mahovanv cabinet Vlc- Is back ln his office for the winter
Central Maine Power Company} trola. excellent condition. MRS E F
ories;" reading by Mrs. Chester
Mr. and Mrs. F. O. Calderwood a The
corporation duly organized under the QLOVER, 2 Claremont St Tel. 525
and will make appointments each day
Dyer, a Sam Walter Foss selection, were in Rockland Wednesday.
laws of Maine and authorized to trans
148-150
from 10 to 2
with encore. Remarks were then
mit
and
distribute
electricity
ln
the
City
,
Mrs. Roy Nickerson returned
/
SALE—A
A No.
No 8 kitchen range.
Rockland. In accordance with the I FOR SALE
!30TStf
made by the pastor expressing ap Thursday from Rockland where she of
general statutes relating to that busi used only short time, cost new $140. and
preciation of all that Mr. Knight and was ca'led by’ illness of her grand uess
«°>nK “
«• ,
» No 12 Parlo,
ness oercM,
hereby petitions ,„u.
your iiSnombie |
Board to grant it permission ln accord™,i,t?onhu'Tei g7M j" FREEMAN
his family have meant to the church mother Mrs. William Chetwynd.
Why tuffer torturti from Rheu
Tel. a!766-J.
ance with the law to erect and maintain
4r,r?wAw™
66‘J
FRE™no
during their four years and more
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
Mrs. Owen Dunlap returned Wed poles and crossarnis carrying wires over, VOUNO. 163 Main St.____
residence in North Haven, and re nesday from Rockland.
and along the following named highFOR SALE—New milch cows, also Ford
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
gret at their going away. At the
ways:
—
I
truck.
T.
E.
CARROLL.
Lake
Ave
.
when
Henry Jordan returned to Rockland
Place one pole on the north side of Rockland. Tel. 452-Y.
148*150
conclusion in behalf of their many Wednesday.
Elm Street opposite the property line of I
friends and expressing best wishes
Farnsworth and James A. Rlchan., FOR SALE—Fox and rabbit hounds,
METHYL BALM
Mrs. Frederick Malcolm left Thurs Lucy
central" MAINE'power COMPANY
“t™.~°USd wUPiir -°W ** th<*
for them in their new home in South- day for New York.
time to 1get yours. R w
W. JEWELL. Glen
will bring almoit instant raliaf?
By H. P. BLODGETT
port he then presented to Mr. and
cove.
Me
Tel.
256-4
1
47*152
Union Church circle will hold its
December 6. 1930.
A scientifically compounded ax*
Mrs. Knight and family a purse of usual supper at the vestry Thursday
NOTICE
FOR SALE—Attractive hand
made
ternal application that should ba
Rockland. Maine, December 6. 1930. articles for Christmas gifts are on sale
gold. Then standing in the receiv at 5.30.
________
, at MRS RAYMOND L. WATTS'. 187
In City Council
in every home. Sold only at
ing line all present came forward
Mrs. E. C. McIntosh entertained at
Uoon the foregoing petition It ls or-! Broadway.
148*150
and shook hands each one bidding bridge Saturday night.
dered that notice thereof be given by [ POR kai F—.Wcroon
publishing a copy of said petition with
8
Johnston’s Drug Store
them God-speed as they go from
this order thereon ln The Cour.er- ShSnTg?aphs Ideal gffta 73 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
North Haveri. Mr. and Mrs. Knight
Gazette, a neWkpaper published ln said
Ideal glfts- C. M. COOK
Mrs.
Lydia
E.
Lane
Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
expressed their appreciation of North
City of Rockland, that a hearing there----------------------- :------------- ---- -------------147*152
Lydia E., widow of John Lane, died on will be given at the City Council J FOR SALE—Or trade, sorrel mare, good
75 cents
1 Haven, the friends made here and
City Building, on the fifth day worker and driver. Grocery wagon alMtf
for the gift in gold presented them, at her home Dec. 12. Mrs. Lane was Room.
of
January.
1931,
at
7.30
o
’
clock
ln
the
most
new.
first-class
condition.
JAMES
also of the linen given by the Unity born in Matinicus. the daughter of afternoon at which time and place, resl-1 SOUTAR. Wylie’s Corner. St. George. Me.
146*150
Guild in which Mrs. Kriight and Mr. and Mrs. John Young but had dents and owners of property upon the
to be affected by the granting of
pOR SALE—Geese live nr
«
Miss Ross have been active members. been a resident of Vinalhaven 38 streets
said permit anplied for. and all persons s GEYER South Cushin°J P n
Miscellaneous
'
u
Cu‘>hlnS p- °- Tel.
Remarks were also made by Deacon years. She is survived by two daugh interested, shall have full opportunity VgaL
ters,
Vesta
Lane
and
I4rs
Oscar
Nel

to
show
cause
why
such
permit
should
.
------:
-------------------------------------------L_.
' C. S. Staples and Frank Beverage.
FREE RIDE to Boston for careful and
be granted, the last publication of! FOR SALE—Apples, Delicious. Spies,
After singing by the quartet, “God son. also by one granddaughter Doris not
said notioe to be at least fourteen (14): Tolman Sweets, also cabbage. J. F. experienced driver. Up Dec. 23. return
Be With You Till We Meet Again," Lane. Services were held Sunday days befofre sftld hearing.
, CALDERWOOD, Unfon.
146*151 Dec. 24—either up or round trip. HAR
MON
Tel. 611-W
150*152
Per order of the Municipal officers. '
, the pastor offered prayer. Refresh at W. Y. Fossett's undertaking rooms.
A true copy of petition and notice j
and^tmraersrange with oven,
ments were served by a committee Rev. P. J. Clifford, pastor of Union thereon.
s. Used very little.
LET
E.
A.
KNOWLTON
file
your
saws
Tel. 186-R. 64 SUMMER ST.
138*tf and repair your furniture at 216 LIMEof which Herman Crockett was Church officiated. Interment was in
Attest:
E. R. KEENE
ROCK
S
T.
Tel
.
1010.
_____________
146-tf
the
Eastern
District
cemetery.
FOR
SALE
—
Two
electric
motors,
7*2
147-T-150
City
Clerk
chairman. The evening closed by all
h. d. «nd 2 h. p., in good shape; also
singing “Blest Be the Tie That
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods
standard commuting scales. W. F. TIB
And if the farmers ever get bac'.t
at tne Rockland Hair Store, 24 Elm St.
Binds." There was a large company
BETTS. 148 Union St. Tel. 297-R
STEAMBOAT CO.
Matl
orders solicited. H. C. RHODES.
on
their
feet,
we
’
ll
bet
they
’
ll
think
______________
146-tf, Tel. 519-J.
I present. Good neighbors the Knights
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
146-tf
} have always been, ready to help in twice before they ask the Govern Steamer leaves Swan’s Island at 5.30 FOR SALE—The fine Stromberg-CaflFOR
SALE
—
Wood,
fitted
and
under,
son
radios,
a
Rolls
Rovce
of
all
radios
ment
for
relief
again.
—
Judge.
A. M.. Stonington 6.25. North Haven 7.25,
time of sickness or need. Their de
Vinalhaven 8.15, due to arrive at Rock Can be seen and heard st S3 Tillson Ave cover. $14 per cord. TEL. Thomaston’
parture from North Haven is a dis
148-tf
SHAPIRO BROS., Rockland.
146-tf 122-2
land about 9.30.
“
Prohibition
has
put
romance
into
tinct loss to the community. As
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M..
FOR SALE—Fifty houses of all descrlpWHEN IN BOSTON—You can buy
American
drinking,
”
says
a
Paris
Vinalhaven 2.45, North Haven 3.30, Ston- tions ln Rockland.
Rd^kland. A large list of sum*
sum copies of The Cpurler-Gazette, with the
stated last week Mr. Knight has re
at 4.40; due to ariive at Swan's I mer cottages, in fact all kinds of real home news, at the Old soutn News
ceived the appointment of light business man. Uh-huh, along with a Ington
Island about 6.00 P m.
estate. Come and talk over my list If Agency. Washington St., next Old South
lot
of
other
dangerous
ingredients.
—
house keeper at Southport, one of
B. H. STINSON, General Agent. ‘ vou wish to buv. ROBERT U. COLLINS Church: also at M. Andelman’s. 284 Trethe best stations in the district, and Judge.
143-tf 375 Main St. Tel. 77
146-tf mont St.

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

WEEK OF DECEMBER 15th TO DECEMBER 27th
PER POUND

In Everybody’s Column

ROCKPORT

Mrs. Melvifi Lawry is visiting rela
Schools in town closed Friday for
tives in Boston for a week.
the Christmas recess.
In a previous issue it was errone
Capt. and Mrs. Lew J. Wallace
have moved from East Friendship to ously stated that Capt. Ernest Tor
rey, owing to illness was brought
their home at the Corner.
Mr. and Mrs. Addison Wallace are fropi Boston to Rockport, when re
visiting Charles Wallace for a few turning home from Miami, Fla. It
should have stated that the trip was
days.
made in a car owned and driven by
Mrs. Alice McLaughlin has con a very intimate friend of the captain.
cluded her duties caring for Miss Benjamin Zelemeyer of the Atlantic
Mertie Thompson, and is now with Clothing Co. Boston. Friends are
friends in South Waldoboro.
pleased to learn that Capt. Torrey
Miss Evelyn Teel is employed by is reported as improving.
Mrs. John Mitchell.
Ross Patterson left Sunday morn
Dr. W. H. Hahn is driving a new ing by motor for New Haven on a
La Salle coupe.
brief business trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry C. Magee re
Miss Nellie Freethey and Miss
cently motored fo Portland.
Irene Well of Brooklin have been
Lee Walker at the Maine General guests for a few days of Mrs. Etta
Hospital, Portfland. is convalescing Carter.
very favorably from his recent seri
Philip Spear arrived home Sunday
ous illness. He is now able to be up from a three week's trip which in
and around a short time each day.
cluded Washington, D. C.. New York
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred H. Morton, and Boston.
Mrs. Ray Winchenpaw and Mrs.
Miss Lucy Lundell is spending the
John Stevens had a novel experience 1 Christmas vacation with friends in
last Thursday on their way to Rock- BOSton.
land where they encountered two | The meeting of the Twentieth
bull moose, one cow and one calf Century Club will be omitted this
going through the woods. The bull week, the next meeting to take place
moose stood in the middle of the Dec. 26 at the home of Miss Marion
road while the others went across Weidman with Mrs. Linthel Lane as
and after looking around, ran into hostess.
the woods again.
Capt. George Torrey and Capt.
' Winsor Torrey of Deer Isle spent
Used Cars; '28 Buick St. 4d. sedan; Sunday with their brother Capt.
'26 Buick M. coach; '30 Ford Stand. Ernest Torrey.
Cp. 300 miles; '30 Dodge DA six 4d.
Ronald Billings, principal of the
sedan, Lewiston Buick Co., Paik grammar school was called to Ells
149-151 worth Friday owing to the serious
street.
, illness of his mother.
| Tonight's meeting of Harbor Light
Chapter will feature a joke Christ
mas tree during the social hour.
Picnic supper will precede the meeting.
Mrs. Kora Farmer left Friday for
Boothbay Harbor to spend the two
weeks' school vacation with relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Staples entertained as Sunday guests Miss
Georgia Staples. Miss Lucy Staples
and Dr. Raymond Torrey of Sears
port and Russell Stewart of Rock
land.
There will be a basket ball game at
the gymnasium on the evening of
Dec. 15 between the Rockland
orange
Streaks and
Rockport
Altimni.
•
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Victor Radio
$112.50 up ,

Maine Music Store

Backache
Leg Pains
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SOUTH THOMASTON

Page Five

WARREN

All schools closed Friday, Dec. 12.
James Baum of Rockland was a
Mrs. Richardson and Mrs. Annie
visitor in town Sunday.
! Ralph Brown, game warden, was Sykes of New Harbor were recent
»S in town Sunday on the lookout for visitors of Mrs. Elizabeth Mills who w
is an aunt to the latter.
g gunners.
Temple, P. S. at its regu<2
Clifford Dennison, the new garage larCrescent
meeting Friday evening elected w
proprietor is very busy at his shop.
these officers: M.E.C., Mabel Mills; £
2
F. J. Baum's store is decorated for E.T., Abbie Stickney; E.J., Gertrude y
the Christmas holiday season and Weaver; M„ Shirley Bowley; M. of SJ
* will carrv a line of Christmas goods in S„ Mary Reynolds; M. of R. and C„ £
addition to their excellent line of Edna Boggs;, G., Laura Robinson; Sf
« meats and groceries with prices very P., Doris Hylfer; P.C., Alice Gray.
3 reasonable. This is a Nation wide
Parker McKellar attended the §
«1 store.f
banquet of the Bankers’ and Farm- Sf
ii! A representative of the Eastern ers’ Association Thursday evening at
£ Furniture Co. of Rockland was in the Thorndike Hotel, Rockland.
” 1 town last week demonstrating the
Evelyn Haupt entertained five lit
The whole world’s gone thrifty . . . with Christmas time no exception. Gew-gaws and gadgets are r.o longer
4 i Phiico radio.
tle friends Friday afternoon at a
£ Dr. Sherman, Jocal health officer, birthday party given at her home
popular. The best-liked gifts are those which are appropriate not only as an expression of Christmas good-will
5 was in a bad accident last week in by her mother.
Although stormy
. . . but appropriate for service twelve months of the year.
2 collision with a car driven by William without, inside was a scene of much
Brewster. Fortunately no one was fun with games enthusiastically
MEN PREFER GIFTS THAT COME FROM A MAN’S STORE
j injured.
played. Refreshments were served
- Edward and Randall Hopkins have and the hostess received many gifts
That is the reason why our store is
returned from Green Island for the and a birthday cake made by Mrs.
winter and are cutting wood.
Donald Farris. Those present were
GIFT HEADQUARTERS for nine out of ten women shoppers in selecting their gifts for men relatives or
Mrs. Stella Ewell of Spruce Head Frances Moore, Mary Trone, Doro
friends. A few suggestions selected at random are shown here—
! is the guest of Mrs. Abbie Clark this thy Yattaw, Winona Robinson and
‘ i week.
Chester Spear, Jr.
The Grange recently worked the
Though the traveling was slippery
first and second degrees, the candi Friday evening, Glover hall was
date being Ralph C. Colby of Spruce very well filled on the occasion of
Head.
the High School students’ play,
Dr. Blake B. Annis was in town I "Chintz Cottage,” a three-act farce,
Sunday attending Mrs. A. F. Sleeper packed with amusing situations and
who is in very poor health.
humorous dialogue. The stage set
Mrs. Genthner of Portland was in ting was unusually good, thanks to
I
town over the weekend with her the efforts of Principal Madden.
daughter Miss Faustina Genthner.
The lumber was donated by Charles
Harvey Crowley made a business Starrett, and furniture from sev
[ trip to Augusta Sunday.
eral homes. The cast: Minty, Mar
Freddie Tripp is spending a few guerite Haskell; Fanny, Beatrice
No man has too many Shirts; every man en
days in town the guest of his grand- Haskell; Grace, Marion Oxton;
joys nearing a "Hathaway." Our collect on
Beautiful patterns in Flannel Bath Robes:
CASH OR EASY TERMS
• mother Mrs. Azora Clark.
Peter, Josef Vinal; Miss Tillingtop,
of Shirts is probably thc finest in the city.
Lounging Robes of Bottany Flannel or Rayon
Frank Stanton the village black Elizabeth Moody; Mr. Kent, Gerald
Exclusive stripings or plain colors; silective
Trimmed with Skinners Satin. Many with
s
Ask For Demonstration
smith is ready for business at his Brown; Mrs. Dean, Erma Spear. W
fabrics of percale, madras, broadcloth, silk
Slippers to match A luxurious gift at a mod
shop.
Act 1 was Minty’s cottage cn a June £
stripes and beautiful rayons.
erate cost.
Bassick Bros, set a large granite morning. Act 2, the same. Time, »
job in Biddeford last week, the haul early evening of that day. Act 3, at g
HOSIERY An article of apparel that
GLOVES The widest assortment we have
ing being done by the Greison Bros. Minty’s cottage late in the . evening, g
ever shown, Sizes for all, and styles to suit
is sure to be welcome. Beautiful mixtures
Harald Harlow has hauled up his All those who took part deserve g
For many years we have been not
every taste. Pigskin, Buckskin, Mocha, and
and plain colors in lisle, rayon, wool and
lobster traps for the winter and ex much praise for their acting, long 1w
thc most attractive Fur Lined Gloves.
Authorized Dealer
rayon, silk and wool, and pure silk.
ed
for
our
Beautiful
Christmas
memories
and
in
entering
into
the
5
pects to go to Connecticut where he
will
have
employment.
spirit
of
things
so
well.
Much
Telephone 745-W
Rockland, Me.
Neckwear. This year’s is the best
HANDKERCHIEFS ,,,ain white- a,‘
PAJAMAS Slip-ons with the elast c
Don't forget the dance at Grange credit is also due those who helped y
ways in good taste; others with colored har
127-128thenT-S’-150
assortment of Smart Ties we have
belt
are
very
popular.
In
fancy
patterns,
or
hall every Friday evening. Nice coach the students.
g
der® and centres, singly or packed in gift
plain colors of Broadcloth, Ravons in rich
crowds and Kirk's music.
ever presented. Plain weaves and
boxes in sets of two cr llirec. Pure silk
shades of Blue, Tan, Green and Peach.
Albert Davis recently slipped and
Herbert Kenniston and Levere
rich patterns, chosen with Christ
pocket handkerchiefs, .{.lain color cr fancy.
in'ured his knee last week.
Jones came home from Bucksport
mas
in
view.
The
“
PERSIANS
vid
Pollock
is
having
a
new
handsomely
decorated
and
held
gifts
Wednesday
having
completed
their
BELTS
AND
BRACES
The
,pi
°SCARFS
Just the right gift to match his
PLEASANT POINT
ake body built for his truck. Wil work there.
for all.
neer” line is the finest we have ever seen.
are
especially
attractive.
A
man
overcoat.
Lots
of new patterns in silk and
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Seavey and son i
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Davis of Port
Mr .and Mrs. A. W. Maloney were liam Makinen is doing the work.
Belts with buckle attached and with separate
woolens. Persians, fancy mixtures and plain
William are visiting relatives in
can’t have too many handsome
Charles Davis, engineer on the Clyde were guests Wednesday of
silver buckle. Braces of beautiful shades and
:
guests
of
Misses
Ardelle
Maxcy
and
colors. Made in squares or the long way
Portland. , „
_
Lelia Clark, both of the postoffiee steamer Vinalhaven is home for the Mrs. Herbert Kenniston.
patterns, that would surely suit Dad, Brother
Ties.
whichever he may prefer.
Mr. and Mrs. Laureston Creamer 1 stajj aj the ;Ormer’s home in Thom- winter and is enjoying a new Essex
Philip Simmons, accompanied by
or Son.
EVERY TIE IN A CHRISTMAS
of South Cushing are at Riley Davis , ) aston where they entertained a coupe.
Mrs. Alvah Simmons and Mrs. Wil- X
SWEATERS ' Christmas gift wilh
where they are to remain during the small party of friends and a very
Sunday night services are now be liam Partridge motored to Portland y
BOX
UMBRELLAS No £ift is more useful
warmth in it. Everyone uses one. Made in
winter.
ing
held
weekly
at
the
church.
Saturday.
Miss
Grace
Lawrence
re§
pleasant evening was passed.
to man or woman. The fabrics used in our
every conceivable style—Slip-on, V Neck,
Visitors at A. W. Maloney's the
The primary school closed Friday turned with them.
£
The
people
at
Pleasant
Point
are
umbrellas are both durable and good look
Crew Neck, Button Front, with or without
past week were Mrs. Oscar Williams,
w'th a program and Christmas tre.
Mr. and Mrs. O. B. Libby had the Sf
ing, and the handles lend them a tone of
the collar. For sport wear. Slip-ons with
Eloise and Eleanor Williams and few in number, but they are bound
Harry Waterman has been in Port- forward bumper torn from their car X
to
ha\'e
good
roads
even
if
they
have
.
j
ar(
,
beauty.
Golf Hose to match.
Mrs. Luther Clark, all of Thomaston,
several days at the poultry Saturday afternoon when crowded
That Any Man Will Appreciate
to
furnish
the
money
from
their
own
s
v
ow
and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Collomore
from the highway on the hill near V
A SUIT
AN OVERCOAT
pockets for building them. During
(Collected by the Gang)
of Rockport.
LEATHER AND SPORT COATS
HATS AND CAPS We fpature exc,“Nlrs. Rose Marshall’s home by a cutSome of the lobster fishermen are the past week the men have paid out
Our Leather Coats arc all of genuine HorseA
TUXEDO
in
driver..
sively the Lamson & Hubbard newest styles
taking up their traps, while others money for trucks to haul gravel and
hide with Mackinaw linings. Sport Coats of
and shades. If you are not sure of the size,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
Newbert
ac

Tailored
by
Michaels-Stern
sewing
circle
had
a
sale
of
aprons,
are to keep them out a few weeks given their time. As a result the
fancy plaids, or thc popular Polar Coat in
give him an order on us for a Lamson &
companied
by
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
from
which
they
realized
$15.08.
If
longer. The price of lobsters has bad places in the road leading to the
and Fashioned by Lord Rochester plain colors of Blue, Grey, Tan and Brown.
Hubbard.
Mathews motored Sunday to Cam
any
other
small
community
can
beat
soared from 20 cents per pound to ; lower end of the town have been
den where they visited Miss Georgia y
26 cents.
! made passable. Friday evening a Pleasant Point in building roads we Mathews.
w
Mrs. Nora Ulmer of South Cush- j supper was served in the schoolhouse would like to hear from it.
Mrs. Elsie Copeland returned Sun- !
START YOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING NOW
ing is to entertain the ladies of the which consisted of one of Capt. L.
Stage Hand—"You received a day from a visit with Mrs. Harry y
Hardscrabble sewing circle Wednes- O. Young's famous lobster stews, beday afternoon.
j sides pastry of all kinds and coffee, tremendous ovation; they’re still Robbins in Rockland. Mrs. Cope- “
Next Door to
Next Door to
land will spend the winter with Mr.
School in this district has closed Although the weather was very un- clapping. What did you say?"
and
Mrs.
A.
V.
McIntyre.
Burpee
Trainer
’
s
for a few weeks vacation. Friday favorable and not many present Actor—“I told them I would not go
R. H. Harmon has had a Stewartafternoon the tesfeher and pupils $17.60 was netted. Besides the sup- on with my act until they quieted
Furniture
Co.
Lunch
Warner all-electric radio installed.
enjoyed a Christmas tree which was per the ladies of the Hardscrabble down.”—Wampus.
Guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
GIFT HEADQUARTERS FOR MEN’S WEAR
Benjamin Starrett were Mr. and Mrs.
John Stevens and daughter of
Friendship.
Sl3lSl>»*Sl*SlSSt>»ai>l2i2lSiS;3!S.2;2.2t2l2i3«2iJ.3i3;2lSia3<SiSl9l5i>lJiBiaiSl>iS!>l>lSl9l>lSl3lSiSl>l3t9iSi’(2ia^3,2i.NS-.L.i:.2.2.2.3.::.;.Z:.-'.;Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Starrett and
Mrs. Angeline Greenough visited Mr
Pratt, Mrs. William Pratt. Sr., Dorcas Wagle and Sewall Wagle;
and Mrs. E. W. Webber Sunday in Robinson, 1st, Verna Robinson 2nd;
TENANT'S HARBOR (Harold
and Mr. and Mrs. Robert Merriott.
Damariscotta.
Motile;' Maehree, Rinna Andrews;
grade 4, Robert Allen 1st and Doro
After the meeting a pleasing enter Silver Tl.riads Among the Gold,
Owen Reynolds of Brunswick was thy Simmons 2nd.
Inspection Naomi Chapter
tainment was presented in the form Nina I.each and Charles Leach; Over
home over the weekend.
, The program: Chorus, Santa is
Naomi Chapter, O.E.S., held its of illustrated songs, in which the fol- There, Harriet Wheeler (soldier bov'Joseph Stickney has a new all Coming, A Christmas Lullaby; Sly
electric Stewart-Warner radio.
i Santa Claus, Margaret Nutter; A annual Inspection Dec. 5 with D. D. lowing characters took part: Sweet There's a Long. Lour Trail Elizabeth
(sweetheart)
Harriet
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. ; Christmas Speech. Harold Moore; G. M. Belle Frost of Rockland pres- and low. Dorcas Wagle; School Days, Wheeler
___ _________
_________
John Munsey were Mr. and Mrs. Ev 1 Jessie’s Christmas
Present,
Char- ,ent- Iyy Chapter of Warren and Alice Wheeler, Blanche Simmons and , Wild ;er (soldier bo.vi"; Star Soaneled
lotte Lane; Why I Speak, Sherman Foiget-me-not Chapter of South Charles Wheeler; Old Black Joe, i Banner, Nannie Alien and American
erett Munsey of Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Vinal and Simmons,; solo, On the Housetop, i Tnomaston were invited guests and Charles Harriman; Love's Old Sweet i Flag; Mrs Lillian Philbrook read a
Santa’s Choice others were present from Golden Song
Raymond Vinal motored from Arl Ruth StarrettSong , , Bessie
Bessie Harriman,
Harriman, Elizabeth
Elizabeth 1! 'few ' lines previous to the tableaux
Game Mulberry Rod Chapter of Rockland, and Grace Wheeler, Sewall Wagle and a doll; and Mrs. Harriet Rawley was pianist.
ington Sunday to visit Mrs. Frances Dorothy Lane;
BushSchool* My Grandmother
Chapter of Thomaston. Supper was Last Rose of Summer, Daisy Torrey;
Vinal and Mrs. Martha Miller.
Mrs. Rose Stewart of Union was Ralph Skinner- Telephoning to served at 6.30 o’clock followed by the Alice Ben Bolt, Elizabeth Wheeler:
•id
APPLETON RIDGE
guest Sunday of Mrs. Laura Starrett. Santa Claus Verna Robinson; solo, inspection. The degrees were con- Robin Adair. Elizabeth Wheeler and
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Madden, Kitty Mine, Raymond Keating; The ferred upon four candidates, Mrs. Alfred Hocking; Seeing Nellie Home,
A business meeting of the church
Jr., planned to go to Augusta Mon Same Old Santa Claus, George Rob______- was held Wednesday at F. L. David
son's.
•
day to spend the Christmas vaca inson; Kitty’s Christmas, Christine _________
tion.
Jones; song, Busy Folks, grade 2;
Till- weekly prayer and praise
Curious Little Ted, Eugene Cogan; zr
ti service was held with Mr. and Mrs.
I O. W. Currier Thursday evening with
Mrs. Benjamin Harding and A Brave Girl, Charlotte Moore:
.•. 17 present.
daughter Ethel have returned from Once a Year, Ruth Starrett; solo, S
J, .- Rev. L. E. Watson of Madison has
Lynnfield Center. They wor.; ac Happy Little Eskimo, Alfred Wyllie; S’
K. ; been called to serve as pastor at the
companied bv Orrin Harding who A Nice Grandpa, John Lane; Ted K
J5 Baptist Church and arrived Friday
has been employed at Cape Cod Goes Shopping, Norman Cogan; soio, ij
Z'1'
( accompanied by Mrs. Watson,
(leach. Mrs. Harding is much im A Mother's Song, Verna Robinson;
«’!
All Through the Year
Christmas Secrets, Robert Allen; A C
c.
Mrs. Annie Ripley has entered a
proved in health.
, hospital in Bangor for treatment,
The list of pupils not absent or Boy’s Trials, Raymond Keating; solo. V
By
Giving
a
Subscription
to
f %
rt
Several ol the High School pupils
tajdy at the Intermediate school. Sleepyhead, Dorothy Lane; Making
fi are practicing for the drama, “CranMrs. Abbie Newbert, teacher, this People Merry, Dorothy Simmons;
a berry Corners,” to be held soon after
term were, Jasper Spear, Arthur Night Before Christmas, Bertha An- f
J5 Christmas.
Wotton, Harold Wotton, Evelyn derson; solo. The Cook, Virginia g,
*' M
Theie will be a Christmas sale and
Haupt, Walter Anderson, Martha Wyllie; My Dad, Arthur Skinner; g
^entertainment at Grange hall, Dec.
Anderson, Alfred McIntyre, Doris chorus of girls, My Christmas Dolly;
/ M ,
19, held by the Willing Workers. A
McIntyre, Winona Robinson and A Christmas Speech, Dorothy Skin$3.60 per year
t
K one-act play, ' Squaring It With the
Beverly Keating. A Christmas tree ner.; Marriage of Santa Claus, VirThree Times a Week
« Boss," will be part of the entertainand special treat v”.re enjoyed by 8inia Wyllie; The Mistake of Santa
•S ment. Admission 10 cents.
this school the last dav
Claus, Margaret Nutter and George
i» ScliOols in town closed Friday for
The regular meeting of the Bap- Robinson; chorus, Santa Claus Land, Si
o
;.2i5i2,9!3iasixaa3is)siMl>i>aai»t»t>iaiSi3iMiSi3i3i>ia3i2(si2e.^s.:5.2
’N the Christmas vacation.
tist circle will take place Thursday "W °.ld Salnt. Nlcholas; closing,
afternoon with the business meeting SuI° Pietila. A very interesting
M •*
at 5 o’clock. A harvest supper will event of the afternoon was the
be served at 6 o'clock by Mrs. Fred Christmas tree with Santa Claus in
Wyllle, Mrs. Thomas Simpson, Mrs. Person, and who proved to be very
modern Glenwood gas range not only makes meal
Sarah Sterrett and Mrs. Fred Butler, generous, as he left gifts for every
An informal entertainment will fol- one- The teacher. Miss M. Shirley
getting easier and surer but brings with it also that
low in the evening
Castner, wishes to thank all conPupils not absent or tardy at the tributing for their kindness and comost precious of all gifts.. more TIME to do other things.
Malcolm Corner school during the operation.
,c
fall term were, Ruby Sterrett, ErpPPu® not absent during the 15
The quickness and certainty of'oven cooking in a De Luxe Insulated
nest Sterrett, Jr„ Carl Perry, Phyllis w,eek J t®’?n111 weLeJ
inneY’lnri
Perry, Howard Martin, Howard Alfred Wyllie Christine Jones and
Glenwood does away with so many needless worries. No more hours of
Borneman, Annette Haskell, Bertha Margaret Nutter, those a .
Ws are thinking of a lire, Bonded for 18
McIntyre, Helen Boggs, Mary Dob- one-half day, George
a"d
clock-watching for the housewife who has the Glenwood AutomatiCook
bins and Evelyn Smith. There were Eugene Cogan. A sP^h"g °^T
months against Accidents, Blowouts, Bruises,
but seven instances of tardiness. was ded during t.ie • • n
to do her cooking for her! You will find just the right size of range here
Cuts, Misalignment of Wheels, Underinfla
which is an unusually good record ln the fourth gradp.
tJLri _rade
for a school of that size.
Simmons, and in the third grade
to make your family gift of a Glenwood the most welcome present that
tion, Rim Cuts or any other similar causes.
Barbara Aehorn of Thomaston George Robinson.
spent
the
weekend
with
her
grand,
Elbridge
CarroU
Mother ever had. Convenient payment terms.
We have a contract ready for our signature,
mother Mrs. Nellie Borneman.
Elbridge Carroll died Dec. 13 at
« * « •
the home of his daughter Mrs. Burto handle such a tire. We hesitate to sign be
Piano Fund Benefit
deen Simmons after being in ill
The pupils of Hinckley Corner health for some years. Funeral servcause we want to be sure there are enough
school enthusiastically made sue- ices conducted by Rev. H. I. Holt
customers who would be interested.
cessful the entertainment which they wereheld Monday at the home of
gave Friday afternoon for the bene- Mrs. Simmons. The bearers were
We have decided to put the question to the
fit of their piano fund. Fifty-six Burdeen Simmons. Alvah Simmons
Regulated by the
visitors were present to enjoy the and Reverdie Carroll of Union. In
people
themselves. Would you buy such a
program furnished by the boys and terment was made in Lakeview
tire? Let us know by phone or mail.
AutomatiCook for
girls. Tickets had been on sale the cemetery. Union.
Besides Mrs.
entire week and the sum realized Simmons. Mr. Carroll is survived bv
exact oven heat
was $19.25; from sale of candy and a one other daughter Mrs. Chester
grab bag $1 was also received. Paine of Massachusetts; two sons
This will defray more than half the Reverdie Carroll of Union and Mertpurchase price of the piano plus the land Carroll of New Harbor, and sevtrucking. All the guests present will eral giandchildren.
probably realize how much an im Mr. and Mrs. Charles Atkins and
provement the piano will make in family of Camden were Sunday
at our Gas District Stores
the music lesson and also increase guests of Mrs. Annie Spear.
Augusta, Bath, Gardiner, Rockland, Waterville
Telephone 1250
Rockland
the Interest. The names of those
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Simmons and
who sold the most tickets were: Philip Simmons spent Sunday with
Ralph Skinner, 1st, Ruth Starrett Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Feyler of North
2nd, in grade 2; grade 3, George Waldoboro.
DL 43

BURPEE & LAMB

A

A

SAMERRY CHRISTMAS

WITH THINGS TO WEAR

n‘

Atwater-Kent
/faefio

BATH AND
LOUNGING
ROBES A

SHIRTS

$139.20 complete

TEMPLE
TIES”

J. A. Karl <S Co.

A Luxurious Gift

BURPEE & LAMB

G/i/AAothli^

^Glenwood
J

$
g

Bring
Christmas Cheer

The
Courier-Gazette

A

Would You?

INSULATED/),,,/^

Glenwood
CAS RANCES—

Central Maine Power Company

Sea View Garage, Inc.

,(I

"U.
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IMONTON ’
DEPARTMENT STORE
410-412 Main Street
ROCKLAND. MAINE

PRACTICAL GIFTS
For Every Member of the Family

Only 8 More Shopping Days
Ladies’, Misses’ and Children s

MEN’S NECKWEAR

UNDERWEAR DEPARTMENT

Special!

Full and running over. Quality and low
prices

1.00 Ties for
1.50 Ties for,

.50
1.00

TRIPPLETOE HOSE

BATH ROBES

Our Special!

Per pair,
25c and 50c
Ladies’ Silk Hosiery in Gift Boxes; no
charge for box

Ladies and Men’s Stripe Flannel
Beacon Robes
Quilted Robes
Rayon Coolie Coats
Silk Coolie Coats

LEATHER GOODS

HORSMAN DOLLS
l.25 to 10.00
Large variety tc . oose from
You can’t beat them; none better made.
See our line of

HANDKERCHIEFS
Ladies’. Children’s and Men’s, plain,
initial or fancy
Prices from
5c to 1.50
with or without boxes

All descriptions. Ladies’ Underarm
and all style bags
Fitted Cases, Over-night Cases, Hat
Boxes

Mrs. Ambrose Wallace. 'Mrs. Dora
Maxey, Mrs. Maude Grafton, Mrs.
Olive Brasier, Mrs. Grace Andrews,
Mrs. Florence Copeland. Mrs. Addie
Jones. Mrs. Ethel BuUer, Mrs. Har
riet Tillson. Mrs. Ada Chadwick.
Mrs. Blanche Wilson, members of
Mayflower Temple were guests Fri
Mrs. Minnie Bragdon and son Ed Dr. C. B. Popplestone of Swan's day afternoon of Mrs. Hannah
ward of Sorrento, motored to this Island has been the guest of Com Whitemore in Camden. A social
j city Friday and were overnight mander and Mrs. Basil Stinson, Ma hour later included a supper and was
guests of Mrs. Bragdon's sister. Mrs. sonic street, for a few days, having enjoyed exceedingly by all of the
' Emily Greene, James street. On brought a patient to Knox Hospital guests.
I their return they were accompanied by plane Sunday.
Austjp Elwell arrived home last
I by Miss Elizabeth Greene, who will
week from Seal Island where he has
| spend the Christmas vacation with Mr. and Mrs. Harold Coombs, Mr. been employed during the summer.
and Mrs. Sherwood Williams and
I them.
The Baptist mission circle will
Mrs. E. P. Jones motored to Bangor meet with Mrs. H. B. Shaw this
Chapin Class meets this evening Saturday.
afternoon to do White Cross work.
at the home of Miss Edith MacAlThe meeting will be ln charge of the
man, 55 Broad street.
Mrs. Charles Brown < Betty Ben president. Miss Minnie Fernald.
son) of New York has been the guest
Mrs. Georgie Robinson left for
Miss Lenore Benner and mother, of her mother, Mrs. John Clayter in Andover, Mass, Monday to visit her
(Mrs. Leila Benner, Miss Martha Bur- Camden.
sister Mrs. Fannie Berry.
laett and Harold Savage spent the
W. P. Strong returned from Bethel
I weekend in Portland.
Principal Joseph E. Blaisdell and Saturday to remain until today.
family will spend the Christmas holi
---- I
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Pratt and
Miss Irene Wells of Brooklin has days at Mr. Blaisdells former home in 1 son
arid Mrs. Marie Ingraham were
been the guest of Mrs. Fanny Davis, Sidney.
guests Sunday at J. A. William
/
i Rankin street.
son's.
I
The BPW lias a bridge partv
Edwin Anderson left by train Mon
Kalloch Class meets this afternoon Thursday evening with Mrs. Emma day
for Portland where he will join
in the Baptist parlors for sewing.
Dick as hostess.
Mr. Shaw of that city in an automo
bile trip to New York, Philadelphia
Mrs. Mary Collins of Appleton is
Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets to
Washington for a week.
jthe guest of her daughter, Mrs. night with supper at 6.15, followed and
The Baptist ladies' circle will meet
Frank Kimball, at The' Highlands. by a joke Christmas tree.
in the vestry Wednesday afernoon.
She is accompanied by her little
The
committtee on work request an
granddaughter, Priscilla Collins.
The benefit bridge tea conducted
attendance as there will be a
at the Copper Kettle Friday after- early
Supper at 6 o'clock.
Leroy W. Gfegory who has been Mr™ EUweBer?y pro^Tigh^su^ knotting.
Members °f the church <luartst wlU
residing in Onset, Mass., has re
turned to this city to make his home cessful, there being 12 tables, with furnish the program to / follow the
with his sister. Miss Nellie Gregory, several other guests. Several attrac supper.
George Creighton of East Milton,
Cedar street, Mr. Gregory has been tive prizes were awarded. The pro
is visiting his parents. Capt.
away from Rockland 34 years, with ceeds have been turned into the fund Mass.,
Mrs. James E. Creighton.
occasional visits home, the last being to purchase a General Electric radio and
about eight years ago. when he came for a shut-in. Mrs. Berry was as Mrs Creighton and children expect
to attend his mother's funeral. The sisted by Mrs. Ralph Smith. Mrs. to arrive in Thomaston Dec. 23.
Mrs. Russell Davis arrived Mon
death of Mr. Gregory's wife last fall E. E. Stoddard, Mrs. George L. St.
decided him to return to his old Clair. Mrs. Ella S. Bird. Mrs. George day after two weeks spent in Boston
and New York.
Palmer and Miss Mabel F. Lamb.
home.
Mrs. A. F. Rice has closed her
home and is at Knox Jlotel for a
! the house for a short time each day short stay before going to New York
j and is recovering from her recent in to spend the winter with her niece
juries.
Mrs. Wendell Robinson.
• • * •
Mrs. Dorothy Schmid is somewhat
i improved in health at this writing.
Following is the prtigram for
Samuel Olson is in South Hope, Christmas Sunday at the Baptist
where he has employment with F. I. Church:
Geyer at thc Crie farm, chopping
Morning Service
I wood.
Music by quartet
Daniel
Young
was
a
recent
visitor
Perry.
Brown. Smalley. Green
uhen hr yr qlai), guoi) people
Behold I Bring You Good Tidings. Lynes
in Rockland.
There Dwelt ln old Judea .............. Griggs
Miss Orpha Killeran is at home Response
At tips time of tlje yrar

F. J. SIMONTON CO.

NEW LOW DRUG STORE PRICES
From this date we are putting in force a cut price policy in our store. All stand
ard merchandise will be sold a substantial reductions
This is not a sale for a few days or weeks out a permanent service, made possible
by our low overhead expenses
At this time when the dollar has to be stretched to go as far as nossible, take ad
vantage cf this opportunity and you will be surprised to see how much it helps out
the family budget
Belcw is a partial list of our regular prices with many more too numerous to ment:on:
BAYER ASPIRIN ......................

TRUE’S ELIXIR ...................
CASTONIA .
LISTERINE ................... *.............
BROMO-SELTZER
SCOTT'S EMULSION
1 AT1IEK JOHN
.....................
PINKHAM CO.
V YMPOLES .................................
HOKLKKs MILK
................
DEXTRIN MALTOSE
PEBECO TOOTH PASTE
PEPSODENT ..............................
KOLYNOS
................................
COLGATES
LISTERINE TOOTH PASTE
LYONS TOOTH PASTE .........

IPANA TOOTH PASTE .........
50c TOOTH BRUSHES

.16, .29, .90
.31, .49, .98
.31
.49, .90
.25, .49. .90
.49, .98
.49, .98
1.29
.79
.45, .89
.85
.39
.39
.25. .19
19
.19
.23
.39
.33

25c TOOTH BRUSHES
SEDLITZ POWDERS
PETROLAGA ..............
TANLAC ......................
KARNAC ......................
ALBAGAR CO...............
GRAYS GLYC CO.......
."5c SHAVING CREAM
50c SHAVING CREAM

$1.50 ATOMIZER .......
EVERREADY BLADES
GEM BLADES
GILLETTE BLADES
25c TALCUMS
50c TALCUMS ................................. .’.................. 39
75c TALCUMS ...................................................... 59
$1.00 HOT WATER BOTTLES ............................ 79
$1.00 COMPACTS ................................................ -,9
50c FACE POWDERS ......................................... 39
S1.00 FACE PCW'DERS ....................................... 79

Ycur Prescriptions and Sick Room Supplies can be obtained here at much lower
prices than elsewhere without sacrifice of quality

JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE
73 PARK STREET

ROCKLAND

A
1
I

A correspondent (B.G.W.) writing
rom South Waldoboro says: “I enW [ close some items copied from the
JTCJ ; Thomaston Herald of Feb. 20. 1880.
c? j That is before my day. but some of
your older readers may enjoy the
items and perhaps will recall the persons mentioned." The items follow:

C/ean -

Christmas
Greeting
Cards

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Clothes

Dresses
= Dry Cleansed =
<£? | O A
1• V V

Slight Extra Charge
for Pleating

At this special price one can hardly afford not
to keep her dresses clean and fresh. We are
receiving many compliments on the amazing
results we are getting for our customers. Our
work on all other garments is equally satisfying.

Arthur F. Lamb
Cleansing

Pressing

Rockland, Maine

Dyeing

his brother-in-law, cared for the
place during his absence. • „
Mr. and Mrs. Whitehill, daughter
Florence and Miss Martha Jones of
Thomaston were at B. S. Geyer's
Sunday.
Owing to the sudden illness of Rev.
Mr. Corson of Rockland, there was
no Bible school session Saturday at
the Union Church.

Did you. or have you, or will you, or Riley Davis' where she Has had em. won t you. receive a valentine?
Jlovment for several months. Mr.
Some of our boys attended a leap and Mrs. Laureston Creamer are now
year party at St. George Tuesdaj with their daughter Mrs. Davis.
evening.
Mr and Mrs. James Ulmer and
j James E. Morse of Whitefield is the Miss Lottie Partridge are in Thom
Goverhor's appointment for the next aston. to remain during the winter.
warden.
Walpas Sallinen motored to BosMrs. Charles Copeland and young jton last week and was the guest of
Ed. Robinson arrived ’in Thomaston Mr. and Mrs. WiUiam Morse in ReadI last Saturday night.
lng.
Ship Belle O'Brien made her third
Mrs. C. C. Bucklin is at Pleasant
j attempt to go down the river last Point the guest of her sister Mrs.
Wilbur Morse.
Saturday and was successful.
Thanks to William Andrews and R. O. Elliot and Charles Shorey of
mothers it is now expected that the Thomaston were at the Elliot farm
. whole of Thomaston is to be lighted. over the weekend.
Edgarton & Bacon have just re
ceived an excellent variety of new’ The BPW Club holds an apron sale
patterns for spring goods. Don't for at the club rooms Wednesday and
get it.
Saturday in connection with its food
—
The convention of the Iron Clad s?'“—adv.
150-151
Reform Association of Knox County
will be held at Thomaston Wednes
day and Thursday.
Mr. Hart’s singing school is nearly
half completed. Now is an excellent
time to join the class, as Mr. Hart is
willing to' take pupils for half price
to the end of the term.
Some miserable republican down at
Bangor sent an illustrated paper
We carry all the latest styld
through the postoffice directed to
Cards and Folders with Enve
A. Garcelon, Thomaston, Me., while
lopes to match, with your name
at one side was written, "If not there
engrrved or printed.
yet. please forward."
WiUiam Andrews the painter and

———————————, the commendable act of raising suffi
cient money to purchase street lamps,
to light the whole of Main street
from the prison to the Creek, and
have accomplished their purpose.
A case of assault and battery, was
tried before Judge Doe at. Hon. G. W.
French's office, last Tuesday, the
parties being from South Waldoboro.
Particulars of the case are as follows:
i A boy was sliding down hiU on an
other boy s sled Sunday last, when
the latter boy came up and demanded
it and as the first boy refused to give
it up there resulted a fight, which
*
! was settled by the father of the sled
! owner coming out of meeting, knock
ing the first boy down and kicking
(him. (What might be expected of a
father who lets hls boy slide down
hiU on Sunday?) Thereupon result
ed the trial which was decided
. against the father, and he was fined
$3 and costs which was promptly paid.

Wear -

"

for the holidays.
Miss Lena Seavey was a guest of
FIFTY YEARS AGO
her aunt Mrs. H. L. Killeran for a
few days recently.
Some Thomaston Photo- E. A. Webster spent a few days in
oanhs
Brought Out
and
Camden
relatives
gapns orougnt
uut of
or Iloo- 1 Rocklan<1
and friends
last
week with
Wllliam
HaI1

cal Paper of That Time

ROCKLAND

Y
You’d

turn

heaveti

something

give him

4nd

earth,

just to

really unusual

this

Christmas,.now wouldn’t you?

We've already done just that in assem

bling gifts

for men, which

have

been

garnered from those famous four corners

of this very round earth.

They afe useful things, particularly fitting
for a man’s Christmas, and the name of

this store on

the

package is indeed

a

tribute to your good judgment.

I Ijl
Gifts

for

men

at

any

most

price

you

choose.

HOSIERY
SELZ SHOES
NECKWEAR
MOORE’S PENS
sweaters
SHIRTS
BATH ROBES

And Wonderful Values in
SUITS AND OVERCOATS

GREGORY’S
ROCKLAND

There will be a joint meeting of
Willis Heal and famzy, who have
CAMDEN
Williams-Brazier Post and the
mdved to Rockland.
auxiliary in the selectmen’s office.
John Curtis and family of Brook
Watts block. Friday at 7.30 o’clock. Laurence Dailey of the Y.M.C.A. line.
Mass., are spending the holidays
college,
Springfield.
Mass.,
is
spend.
The cook books will be put out for
with
his mother Mrs. J. C. Curtis,
ing
the
Christmas
recess
with
his
sale at this meeting, and a large
attendance of both organizations is parents Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dailey. , High street.
Blanchard Conant of Philadelphia
requested.
Schools will close this week for is in town, called by the death of his .
Mrs. Margaret Conant
mother Mrs. Frank Conant.
«
the holiday vacations.
A private dance was held in Counce Clifford Taylor of Oxford College. ; Margaret Hall. 74, widow of Frank
hall recently sponsored by Mr. and Cambridge. Mass., is the Christmas Conant died Friday night at her
Mrs. Closson, Mr. aad Mrs. Orville guest of his parents Mr. and Mrs. home on Mechanic street, following
a brief illness. She was born in Bel
Williams and Mr. and Mrs. Walter Clarence Taylor.
Bucklin, in honor of Mrs. Adeline Miss Minnie Tibbetts of Braintree, fast but had resided in Camden the
Callahan of Boston, a guest of Mrs. Mass., will spend Christmas with her greater part of her life. She was a
member of Joel Keyes Grant Circle,
Closson. Sixteen couples attended. brother Frank Tibbetts.
Old fashioned dances were on the Charles Merriam who had his foot Ladies of the G.A.R.. and was a
order with music furnished by Fred- injured several weeks ago while work faithful and tireless worker. She was
Smalley and Mrs. Hefbert Hawkins ing on the Bok grounds at Atlantic also a member of the Christian Sci
avehue, had a portion of the foot ence Church in this place. Surviving
of Tenant's Harbor.
Thomaston friends of Clarence amputated at Camden Community her are two daughters, Mrs. Justin
Shaw are pleased to have him return Hospital yesterday. He had been in Moulton of Franklin, Mass., Miss
to Maine for residence. Rockland is the hospital for observation for about Elizabeth Conant of Camden, two
sons Blanchard of Philadcljlkia and
not far away from hls old home town. ten days.
James T. Fales and a university Harry Walker of Oxford College in George of this place and a sister Mrs.
friend spent Saturday night with Cambridge, Mass., is the guest of his Lydia Mills of Barre. Vt. Funeral
parents Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Walker. seryices were held Monday, conducted
Capt .and Mrs. James T. Fales.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond McLeod, Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Elwell have by F. A. Richardson C. S., of Rock
Mrs. Elmus Morse, Mrs. Robert Libby rented the C. O. Montgomery house land and interment was in the Moun
and Miss Eleanor Morse motored to Qn Elm street recently vacated by tain Street cemeterv.
Portland Saturday.
Fred Lowell who has had several
weeks work at caulking in Kenne
bunkport is now at home.
II PAV TO AY'/ A TROSHA RADIO
The Baptist Sunday school will
have a tree Christmas Eve, Dec. 24.
Mrs. Ralph G. Cotton wL'l enter
tain the Episcopal Guild al he • home
Wednesday evening.
Miss Lulu Simmons was a passen
ger to Waldoboro yesterday on the
afternoon train.
I Mrs. Olive Brasier is visiting her
son William in Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Orett Robirson and
daughter Constance are rccupying
their house on Main street for the
holidays.
Christmas exercises were held at
the Federated Chureh Sunday eve
ning with a large audience present.
There was a fine display of Christ
mas decorations. The program fol
lows:
,

Complete
with tubes

nothing

£

ISETOBUy V

Buy As Mother’s Second
.
Gift a

PRISCILLA
SEWING CABINET

i
j

!
I
,

!

I

CUSHING
Schools in town closed Friday for
the holidays and nearly all of them
observed the Christmas custom, by
having a tree for the children.
Dr. O. G. Wiedman, S. P. Rockwell
Mr. Burke, and Mr. Williams of West
Hartford. Conn., have been at the
Rockwell cottage for a few days' out
ing.
Only a few more days before
Christinas. The postoffice depart
ment advises early mailing of all
parcels, also the use of standard size
envelopes and cards, all of which ex
pedites and helps the quick delivery
of mail.
Harold Wotton of Chamberlain was
in town Saturday to accompany home
his mother Mrs. Laura Wotton. who
has been his guest for a few weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. M. F. McFarland ana
daughter Pauline of Chamberlain
were at B. S. Geyers over thc week
end.
Miss Edith Maloney is the guest
of her aunt Mrs. Fred I. G, ver in
Hope, who is now able lo b. about

Gifts in a Grand Manner

Silent Night
O'er the World ln Silence Sleeping .........
.................................................................. Harris
Evening Service
Organ recital
Miss Alcada Hall
Baritone solo—Christmas .......... .. Shelley
Mr. Greene
Christmas Reading
Mrs. H. S. Kilborn
Organ and p'tno number ........
Selected
Alcada E i: Elizabeth Creighton
Cantata The Story of Bethlehem ...........
............................... by William R. Spence
given by the quartet
Perry, Brown. Smalley. Green

it„bt at W Boat ffianii™

y°rjiBrtar )t.l|iwtl,.Uar
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These dainty, graceful SEWING
CABINETS are a joy to the home,
saving many steps and much
bother and adding a touch of
beauty, and so inexpensive—

$2.95
In Walnut or Mahogany

Cash or Easy Terms

Stonington Furniture
,
Co.
Telephone 980
313-319 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

itSiWhWhSiSiSiS*#*

Opening Hymn—Praise Him. Praise Him
Recitation—Mv Welcome. Pauline Gillis
Pantomime Exercise—A Story True.
Intermediates
Who Is It?
—
Tlry Tot Class
‘lfnary Qlasp
Exercise.
School Chorus—Christmas $ells
Reel tat lons—My Gift.
Marie Tuttle
Pleasing Mother.
David Wharton
Exercise—The Star of Hope.
Horn Drill.
Small’ Boys
Song—Away in a Manger,
Olive Lea<;h
Work for Boys
Howard Anderson. Richard Woodcock.
Arthur Upham
Recitation—Christmas Arithmetic,
Marilyn Miller
School Chorus—Merry. Merry Christinas
Exercise—All Hail the Christmas Tide
Recitation—A Trip Down Town.
r
Frances Wharton
Star Drill,
'
Intermediate Girls
Recitation—A Silver Snow $tprm.,
Lizzie Tuttle
Mur,leal Recitation—Gifts for the King
Alice Tuttlq, Grace Miller. Elteabeth
Woodcock
Christmas Cradle Song.
Junior Girls
Closing Hymn—It Came Upon the
Midnight Clear

tftOStEV

PAL

A magnificently beautiful
cabinet tbe hand carved
effect of which ie nn exact
reproduction of an original
wood earring. Stands only
high and can be used
as ah end table, smoking
table, bedside table, or ont
la tha room ae a magazine
stand. Usee Three Screen
Grid tubes type >24, one
type >45 tube in the power
output «U<«, and ometype
-SS Mibe ee a rectifier. Tha
lateet type Croeley electro
dynamic-power speaker le
Incorporated. The Croaley
PAL has never been equalled
at the low price including
tabes — it represent!! the
rfteatest money-saving buy
in radio today. Come In —
see and hear thia wonder
ful receiver — arrange for
a demonstration.

On sale December 20th the "Aux
iliary Cook Book" compiled by the
Auxiliary of Williams-Brazier Post
American Legion, Thomaston. Price I
$1.00. Place orders now with the
Legion and Auxiliary Members and at
Levi Seavey's Store, Watts Block.
Phone orders taken Thomaston 153.
—adv.
>
150-152
Lost—Fur lined gloves near the
Mall, Thomaston, Dec. 7. A. D.
Davis. Thomaston.
150*152

.. ML'.

Gilchrest.
Monumental Works
Main Straat
Thomaston, Malo* i
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
Talephona Conhaefldjo1

E. 0. PHILBROOK & SON
--

AUTHORIZED CROSLEY DEALERS

632 Main Street

Rockland, Me.

'"X.l .

Every-Other-Day
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This beautiful, sweet-tone, all electric

MIDGET RADIO

In addition to personal notes regarding
departures and arrivals, this department
especially desires Information of social
happenings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes
nent bv mall or telephone will he gladly
received.
TELEPHONE ________ ___ ___ 170 or 794-W

Complete with tubes is just the right thing as a gift.

tf* 1I ft
•h
VI
i

First payment;; then pay $5.00 each month
f°r e‘gbt monjlhs and that’s all. Tubes
and a'l complete.

Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Wotton have
closed their Broadway home for the
winter and taken apartments at the
(Copper Kettle.

Mrs. Eva Ripley of Biddeford is in
the city called by the illness of her
i son Frank.

IN

■ Mrs. Annie Hall, formerly of this.
1 city, is receiving treatment in the
Damariscotta Memorial Hospital.
The Dorcas Club held its weekly
! session yesterday at the home of Mrs.
Fuller. Mrs. E. B. Ingraham was the
j honored member of the occasion,
which served to celebrate her birth
day—a surprise to her which was
marked by the candled cake that ap
peared on the supper table for her to
cut. There was also the miniature
Christmas tree with which the club
always observes the season and finds
a vehicle for interchange of gifts; and
the meeting served also as a good
bye to another member, Mrs. Jennie
W. Bird, who leaves Friday enroute
to Miami to enjoy another Florida
winter.
j
—
Mrs. C. E. Gilley entertained the
1 T.H.E. Club last evening at her home
on Broadway.

CHASSIS—A. C. Electric. Fully shielded.
screen grid

Heman L. Seavey was a weekend
guest of 'Relatives in Bangor and
Brewer.

Triple

Mrs. Oscar S. Duncan will entertain
the Tuesdav evening sewing club at
her home bn Main street.

TUBES—Three 224 screen grid, one 245 powenamplififier, one 280 full wave rectifier

Mrs. Statia Harmon is spending
the holidays with relatives in Au
gusta.

SPEAKER-VElectro-dynamic.

Mrs. Mildred Rawley Slin|sby who
l.was operated upon a month ago at
■ Knox Hospital returned home Sun' day, very much improved.

BURPEE’S

Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Durgan, who
have been visiting Mr. and Mrs.
William Clinton at the Richmond
farm, “Hilltop, Bear Hill." left Satur
Rockland Maine |
381 Main Slreel
—, I.... ... —■
- -J
day for Augusta to spend the holidays
with Mrs. Durgan's mother before
a(*>ij!».3i3i3.3.5.2.3.2.S.'.r3i3aS.3.3i3,3,i?fa:3.3!S»3'.3i3.2i3.J.'7.;,2,;.3,3..'>,3i»»,*3i»i>i I returning to their home in North
Anson for the winter. Through the
Eugene Frost left Sunday for South kindness of Alan L. Bird Mr. Durgan
»Boston where he has employment for had his first ride ln a seaplane. He
the winter with the C. H. Sprague was very enthusiastic over it. Mr.
I Durgan has charge of the Bull-Dog
’ Co., Inc.
camps at Jackman, owned by H. B.
The Methebesec Club holds a spe- I Richmond of Atlantic City, N. J .
Temple Hall, Rockland
cia meeting on Thursday afternoon
One hundred and fifty persons sat
gt 2.30 at the Copper Kettle, with
this committee in charge: Mrs. down to the abundant supper at tlie
Theresa Millett. Mrs. Maud Blodgett. meeting of Golden Rod Chapter,
Music By
Mrs. Jennie C. Hill, Mrs. Thelma O.E.S. Friday night, with Mrs. Sarah
Snow. Mrs. Bernice Havener, Mrs. Griffin as chairman. In observance
Marston’s
Gertrude Payson, Mrs. Addle Small, of Past Electas night, a table was
Eight-Piece Orchestra *
Mrs. Laura Maxey, Mrs. Elizabeth reserved for the Electas. prettily
Davis. Mrs. Grace Daniels and Miss decorated, a feature being the place
ADMISSION 50 CENTS
Mabel Holbrook. With Mrs. Clara cards in the form of red roses. The
149-150
Thurston as leader a delightful Electas present were: Mrs. Blanche
Christmas program will be presented, Maxey, Mrs. Laura Maxey, Mrs. Clara
Por the Holiday season. Wreaths consisting of papers on old Christ Watts, Mrs. Mida Packard, Mrs. Lil
of laurel tied with a bow of ribbon mas customs, readings and special lian McCurdy, Mrs. Bessie Haraden.
make an attractive display for your music. Rev. J. Charles MacDnald, Mrs. Alta Dimlck. Miss Sibyl Young,
window, 38c. Ribbon extra. Large pastor of the First Baptist Church, Mrs. Evelyn White and Mrs. Matie
Spaulding. Degrees were conferred
size $1.50. Fuller Cobb-Davis. 149-153 will be guest speaker.
upon Mr. and Mrs. Albert Peterson
Miss Lucille Sanders and George
Sanders, and memorial services were
WHY NOT GIVE HER A
conducted for George F. Barbour and
Mrs. Catherine Mather. Mrs. Evelyn
, White gave several pleasing vocal
A gift she will be forever admiring with Steam Oil Scalp Treatment,
■ selections. A past worthy matron.
Shampoo and Finger Wave
Mrs. Alice Fish, from Chapter 106 of
$10.00
Oberlin, Kansas, was present, also a
A Rewave, waving only the newly grown straight hair ilh Steam
member of the Jonesport chapter.
Oil Scalp Treatment, Shampoo and Finger Wave
: The next meeting will be Friday eve
ning, Dec. 26. with Mrs. Matie
$5.00
Spaulding in charge of the 6 o'clock
supper. It will be inspection night,
PARISIAN BEAUTY SALON
Grand Matron Mrs. Adelle Lombard
COMPLETE BJSAUTY SYSTEM
of South Casco acting as inspecting
67 PARK STREET
RfcCKbAXD
PHONE 898
' officer.

Benefit Dance

A FUR COAT

Lounging Robes, silk brocaded,
10.00, 12.50 to^8.50
Striped Flannels, He^therbone stripes on dark back
grounds, in wine and blue,
10.00
Stripe effects in blue, green, red, brown and tan,
7.50

for Christmas

f;

Send the season's greetings this year with a smart time
piece an Elg in, that will tick your Christmas sentiments
faithfully long after the day is past—a Constant
minder of yoUF affection.
We Are Authorized Elgin
Retailers

Let it be a dainty, lovely ac- rT‘
curate Bracelet Elgin for
Her—or an efficient Lord
Elgin Strap Watch for Him.
And now at. qur store—Gruen Watches of unusual dis
tinction, gracefully thin, smartly styled and unique in
many designs—these new Gruens bear ample evidence
of their leadership. ..Painstakingly fashioned in the guild
workshops they trace their ancestry through centuries of
master craftsmen.
If the Gift Is To Be a Watch or a Diamond It Will Pay
' Yod To Visit Our Store!
Jewelry, Silverware, 'Art Ivory, Clocks, Novelties

C. E. MORSE

?; 344 Main Street
‘
’
Rockland |
OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL CHRISTMAS
V.

An unusually large stock of Lined Gloves in both brown
and grey, suedes and capes, either plain or fur trimmed

Kenwood Blankets, virgin wool,
moth proof, wide silk ribbon bind
ing, thoroughly shrunk; size 72x84
in the gold, peach and rust shades.
Each,
13.50

The Frontenac All Wool Throw,
size 70x80.
Rose, blue, green,
gold, orchid; each,
8.00
Other Wcol Throws, 5.00 end 6.00

Beacon 70x80 Plaid Throws, part wool, ribbon bound;
each,
3.95

Auto Robe, steamer rug style, dark plaid extra heavy,
all wool, 3 inch fringe on both ends. Size 54x76.
Each,
5.50

Slips in Cedar Chests. One Sheet,

Zipper Cover 1.00 extra.

Two Slips in set
Kenwood All Wool Blanket Robes, peach, orchid, pow
der, green and tan; trimmed with satin ribbon; worn- .
en’s and misses’sizes,
16.50

4.95 set

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
Miss Adelaide Cross who has been
in New York for several weeks has
employment in thc office ol Henry L.
Dodge Co., Wall Street brokers. At
a recent performance at the Metro
politan Miss Cross noticed Mrs. Joyce
Lehing in an adjacent box.
Mrs. Herbert A. Philbrook cf Shaw
avenue, believes in taking time by
the forelock, for she celebrated
Christinas yesterday. witl» a family
dinner, tree, gifts, n everything
The reason for this premature ob! servance was thc arrival home of
Mr. Philbrook. who through his
duties on the S. S. Sandwich of the
Portland-New York line will not bc
able to be with his family on Christ
mas day. He is returning to Port
land ^o rejoin his ship.

mas activities.
UNION
Tlie interest in the churci school
District Superintendent A. I. Oliver holds good. The average attendance
who was to have occupied the pulpit (for the last three Sundays tas been
of the Methodist Church last Sunday 130.
was unable to come at that date but The .hurch school concert is to b;
hopes to be here the flrst Sunday in held next Sunday evening. The
January.
, Christmas tree on Wednesday after
A very pleasant meeting of tbe noon preceding Christmas Day, at 4
Woman's Home Missionary Auxiliary c'clcck.
was held Dec. 11, with Mrs. Jennie
Mrs. W. E. Ovcrlock is at Alvah
Thurston.
Ames’.
The food sale held last week by the The date of thc baby conference
ladies' aid at the Moody store, was a held monthly at thc M. E. vestry has
been changed to the first Friday ln
success.
There will be no regular meeting of thc month.
the "aid" this week owing to Christ ^fr and Mrs. Robert McKinley are

The young members of the Junior
Y.P.C.U. held a jolly social Friday eve
ning in the Universalist vestry, with
! Mrs. E. W. Pike and Mrs. Percy Mci Phce in charge. Games and musi:
| entertained until luncheon time,
when many goodies, augmented by
hot chooolate, were served in an at
tractive and novel “beach setting."

i .lamination: Primary schpol, 3 tcctli
correct :ons, 1 thioat; Stone school, 1
too h correction; Round Pend, 1
teeth; East Union, 8 teeth, 1 throat;
Ifr.'vcs. 2 teeth; Nye. 3 teeth, 1 thioat;
Gu-mmar, 15 teeth, 2 throat; H.gn
Schroi, 3 teeth, 1 nassal passage;
South Union school, 1 tooth

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

Greater than
‘ The Birth
Of a Nation1’

WEDNESDAY

All the Romar.ce, Z11 thc
Power, All thc Gory of a
Great Human Heart!

with

Cast Includes
Hobart Eosuorth
Henry B. Walthall
Frank t 'ampeau
Ka.v Hammond
Lucille La Verne
Jason Ilobards

REGINALD DENNY

Mrs. W. M. Little and sons
Hugh and Neil were in Portland
Thursday where they joined Mr.
Little who was there for the week
' demonstrating the products of the H.
K. Webster Blue Seal Grain Com
pany at the poultry show.

David Rubenstein who has been
seeing New York the past week
under the direction of summer resi
dents at Dark Harbor and Northeast
Harbor, arrives home early this week,
but Mrs. Rubenstein will temain sevI eral more weeks as the guest' of her
daughter, Miss Jessie Rubenstein.
Mr. and Mrs. Rubenstein have at1 tended several of the leading the
atrical attractions in New York.
Tuesday they were guests of Messrs.
Tyson, Brengle and Thompson at a
dinner party and Wednesday they
were buests of Mr. Jones at the New
York Stock Exchange.

receiving congratula'ions on thc t.irt'.i
of a daughter. Ruth Stevens.
Mrs. Izora Glea on is 'll at lhe I o nc
of her daughter, Mrs. Clarence Ma.ik
At the last physical exam.nat on
given by Miss Grace Lawrence it w in
lound that the foliowing correct ons
have been made sine? the previous

A mad and merry comedy wtth a
rollicking story!

"Lincoln is b-.autifel ... It
is impressive ... it is spec
tacular!”
—N. Y. Minor
“A noble picture . . . enjoy
able and inspiring . . . Huston's
greatest triumph on stage or
screen!'
—N. Y. American

D. W. Griffith’s

MAN/

NOW
PLAYING

“Across The World” No. 4

“PASSION
FLOWER”

ALSO

Greatest Achievement . . .

‘LINCOLN’
TIIE STORY OF A MAN

THURSDAY

with

CONRAD NAGEL

WALTER

BASIL RATHBONE
ROSE HOBART

HUSTON

in

UNA MERKEL

NOW PLAYING

A United Artists Production

“MOROCCO"

The season's most sophisticated story of two wives,
who loved one husband—

“A LADY SURRENDERS”
FIVE ACTS VAUDEVILLE

HOME OF
PARAMOUNT PICTURES

Other Society Notes On Page 6

One ol the
Publix
Theatres
Tel. 409

Sensational cuts in drug store
prices are in effect at Johnston's
Drug store. 73 Park street. This is
not a sale but will be a permanent
practice. Drive up to Johrston's and
save money.- adv.

- ’ rf •

A fur coat will make a most pleasing gift

Pequot Colored Hem Sheets and

Mrs. Earle MacWilliams, Chestnut
street, was hostess to the T Club
Friday evening.

ELGIN

Raccoon, Muskrat (natural) ; Caracul, black and brown;
Lanin fdved French cony)

Special values in Chromium Plated Ware, 7 inch cas
serole, Pyrex insert,
2.98
3.50
Cake or Sandwich Trays, very dainty,
5.50
Eight inch Casserole, Pyrex insert,
Nut Sets, beautifully decorated,
3.50, 3.95
5.95
Dripolator Coffee Pot, latest thing out,
1.00
Baby Piates or Bon Bon Dishes,
Baby Plates or Bon Bon Dishts, with bail,
1.25, 1.50
Cordial Set, beautiful shaker and four tinted glasses
8.00
and tray; set,
Colored Trimmed Sheets and Slips, 1 sheet, 2 slips in
4.95
large cedar chest; set,
Scranton Lustre Bed Spreads, all colors; new pat- •
terns and colors,
8.50, 10.00, 12.50
Brocaded Taffeta Spreads in all colors—
Size 80x108,
,
6.95
Size 90x108,
/
8.50
Chenille Bath Sets, a practical gift,
2.25, 2.95
Damask Table Cloths and Napkins in sets, hemstitched
7.50, 9.00
•
ready to use,

PERMANENT WAVE FOR CHRISTMAS?

with an

A most complete stock of Fur Coats of the better hind, in
cluding Hudson Seal (seal dyed muskrat) both trimmed
and plain.

Secretary Brief Cases, brown smooth
cowhide, 16x11, solid leather com
partments,
12.00
Gladstone Bags, 24” brown and
black, stag or cobra grain cowhide
13.50, 15.00
Genuine Pigskin Gladstone, 24", a
real buy at
25.00
Handbags of all types, solid leather,
cloth or leather lining; colors, brown,
blond or black—
15.00, 19.00, 22.50,25.00

Wednesday, Dec. 17

Say
“ME&RY CHRISTMAS”

ARTICLES

Men’s Gifts

Miss Hope Adams, a teacher of one
of the Crescent street schools went
Saturday to her homc in Linneus, to
spend the Chrisfmas holidays.

CABINET—Satin Gloss Walnut. Height 17% in,
width 15 ini} depth 18 in.

CHOICE

'A ’

/

with
GARY COOPER

M \KI.ENE

Home of
Paramount
Picturaa

DIETRICH

A Publix Theatre
TELEPHONE 892
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mission of three, as at present, would nine, the other eight having been
not injure the plan as a whole and, previously considered. The survey
therefore, would be acceptable, and recommends four bureaus in this de
probably would have to be.
partment, Banking, Insurance, Se
C. Moran, Jr., Member of Executive Committee, Department of Conservation. The curities and Charters. Bearing in
survey recommends three bureaus in mind that the last Legislature re
Indorses the Plan With a Few Reservations
'his department: Fish and Game,1 fused to consolidate the banking and
Forestry and Geology. This would insurance departments, here is a
mean consolidation of the present i place for careful study. The onlyThe 1930 survey, made at the in- 1 responsible executive, with ample au departments of Inland Fisheries and object of consolidation anyway is in
—SILSBY’S—
stance of Maine's governor with a thority in an administrative way. Game with the department of Sea I creased efficiency; the functions of
view to more efficient handling of Authority and responsibility are in and Shore Fisheries. I see no leason all bureaus in the same department
the State’s affairs, was endorsed by , separably connected; if you are to ■vhv this is not feasible; both are , should bear some relation to each
E. C. Moran, Jr., late candidate for hold a man responsible for results matters of conservation. Increased other, so that their grouping will pro
governor, in an address before the you must give him the authority. ] efficiency would result in seme duce either better service or less cost
Wishes You a Merry Christmas
Forty Club yesterday.
The heads of the departments should ’ocalities from a single warden sys or both. There is no object in con
“Gov. Gardiner,” said Mr. Moran, constitute the Governor's Cabinet, in tem. Whether this would be offset solidating just for the sake of con
“is entitled to a great deal of credit | fact if not in name.
and announces the opening of its
by emphasis on our recreation busi solidation; as consolidation ‘jon
ness to the detriment of commercial paner" with no resultant benefits in
Departments
has the last chair and not the first for initiating the survey in the first '
I
one. and with this arrangement he place, and secondly, his selection of j In my opinion, Maine would be fisheries or vice versa, is a question. actual practice is of no value. Again
New Store at 371 Main Street
sees everything th^t is going on the the organization to make the survey efficiently served with the following It would not injure the plan materi the exigencies of the situation musj
ally to have an extra bureau in this be considered; we don't want to lose
whole length of the shop, while he was a very wise act. Of course the t departments of Government.
faces the main entrance. Three survey without resultant action, | Executive Department. This would department and thus keep those two all by asking for too much. It is
Saturday, December Twentieth
difficult to comprehend any relation
large shops of eight chairs each, sometime, is a waste of the $20,000 Include three bureaus, namely: Ad departments separate.
Department of Labor. The survey ship between banking and insurance,
/
clean up the town. They are locat which it cost.”
ministration,
Military
and
Police
ed in the center of the business dis Mr. Moran reviewed the steps i Affairs, Buildings and Grounds recommends a collection of all labor and general sentiment appears to be
Nineteen
Hundred and Thirty
activities
in
one
department,
which
which
have
been
taken
toward
StSte
'
against their consolidation.
trict, in ground floor stores the same
The preparation of the budget should
location as Harry Cohen's Knox government reform and what other 1 be the duty of the Governor. This appears very sound and open to no
Apart from these departments, we
objection. Of course it would be un-* will have the Attorney General’s
Book Co. Take three stores side by States have done. The enormity of J is as recommended by the survey.
that the Commissioner of Office, the Public Utilities Commis
side, that depth and a little wider, State expenditures and their alarm
Department of Finance. The cen derstood
Rockland, Maine
tear out the front, and put in small ing tendency toward rapid annual in tralization of all finance operations is 1 abor would exert no control over the sion. the Port of Portland Authority,
Industrial Accident
Commission
folding doors that fold back against crease were stressed.
a pressing necessity. This depart 1 which is a Court; the grouping to- the University of Maine, the Maine
Under the head of “Suggested Re ment would include five bureaus:
Development Commission, the State
each side wall from the center. That
1 gether is for entirely different pur Auditor, and the Legislature.
Moran said:
gives you an open front the width of organization," Mr.
»
150-152
Accounts and Control. Purchases. poses in this instance.
• * « •
The survey recommended nine de 3i9l>iMl3)>lSddtk3lMtM)3t»l3.3a3i3»i>(Mde3t9l>.X.3tS.^3iSlSi3i
the store. As you enter, you find on
Taxation, Treasury. Motor Vehicles
Department
xif
Education.
The
Just
as
the
other
States
who
have
partments and seven outside agencies
the right a small 4-foot cigar counter
This is as recommended by the sur
with a cash register, and next to that met this problem have done, Maine vey. Some of our financial expert5 grouping of educational endeavors in as above outlined, a total of 16. A
one
place
as
recommended
by
the
should
first
decide
exactly
what
kind
little less consolidation would do no their minds ah made up as to what ' choose those activities most necessary
and down the line, eight barber
should pass upon this plan in detail
chairs, six feet apart, with the boss in of a structure of government we want | Department of Health and Welfare. urvey has many advantages, but harm; we would still be within rea increased activities this department I or desirable. This demands an ap
the last chair. On the left as you today, and then amend the constitu This would consist of three bureaus, yhether the library and the museum sonable limits, and far better off and that department should perform, preciation of the State government
all at increased cost, without giving as a whole, an almost impossible
enter is a bootblack stand with five tion and pass legislation as necessary namely, Health. Welfare and State should be placed in that department than we are today.
is debatable.
chairs and two negroes in attendance, to accomplish that purpose.
One g-reat advantage of this con any thought to the needs of the other thing to expect under our present
Institutions service, as recommended
Departments of Corporations. The solidation will be to give our citizens departments in which they are not system. ________________________
and from there on there are chairs
Centralize Responsibility
by the survey.
urvey recommends organization of
WHEN IN NEW YORK—You can buy
for waiting customers.
Department of Agriculture. -This “it State Government in onlv nine a bird's-eye view of our state govern interested. Maine is not a rich State; , copies
Acting on the theory that our state
The Courier-Gazette, with the
At the rear of the shop are two government is purely our public would consist of three bureaus: Ani
ment as a whole. Nowadays this we can’t afford to do all the things 1 home of
news, at Hotallng's agency. 308
d
partments,
this
being
one
of
the
real estate offices, railed off with business, with the accent on the word mal Industry, Plant Industrv and In
group of citizens and that group have we would like to do; we must pick and West 40th
St.
desk-high, open rails. They help pay business, it seems to me that busi- spections, as recommended by the
the rent. No manicure.
; ness principles should be applied. In survey.
Three boss barbers run three shops a private business, we have an execu
Department of Highways. The
this size, side by side, giving 24 tive at the top who is held personally survey recommends a single commis
chairs, and that cleans up the town. responsible to the stockholders; that sion. the same as is recommended to
No one ever has to wait, and with business is divided into as few de head all of the departments, and an
that knowledge many men visit the partments as possible with a single unpaid advisory highway board of
shops who would otherwise shave at head of each department personally three citizens. That plan appears
home rather than wait. With 24 I responsible to the executive. Let us best to me. A single head centralizes
chairs to pick from, everyone gets do the same in public business. Let responsibility. But recognizing the
service, and they all do a good busi ! us group our public business in as exigencies of the situation whic’i
ness. So do the bootblacks.
few departments as possible consist need not be considered in detail at
♦
ent with efficiency, with a single head this time, and bearing in mind that
Police in uniform stand around of each department personally re this department is not inter-connect
corners smoking long, black cigars sponsible to the Governor. In that ed seriously with any other depart
while on duty; motorcycle cops way, the Governor is a real, ment, it would appear that a com
smoke on duty; rangers smoke.
Waiters smoke in restaurants (some
times) while waiting on you, but I
have never seen a woman smoking a
cigarette here. I think these he-men
Texans draw the line on women
smoking. Anyway, you never see it,
although it probably goes on quietly
at home and at the bridge clubs.
♦$♦♦
In the mail today came a letter forwa:ded to me from the office. It was
from Anson P. Jackson of Waldoboro,
ard contained 10 snow photos for
the little Mexican newsboy. Thank
you. I will see that he gets them to
morrow morning. They are fine
views.
(
Qu.te a b;t has been said about “early Christmas shopping.”

DISCUSSES STATE SURVEY

'3120,'}^ f?onv 3
/ANDERbRA
Mazie Valley of Texas
“Our sandwiches contain some
thing else besides bread,” reads a
sign in a coffee house here. However
they sell more Mexican dishes, such
as Chile, along the border, and the
tamale nfan, walking along with his
outfit, can be heard calling in the
distance, “Hot tamales; red hot; get
chem hot here." They do a good
business.
They do not know good steaks the
way we do in the north, and that is
strange, too, because this is, and for
generations has been, a cattle countr” They slice the steaks as thin as
griddle cakes, and about the same
size, and then fry them to a frazzle.
If I could get hold of one of Morris
Perry’s thick sirloins about now, and
have it rare—that would be some
thing.
And Mrs. Jennie Tibbetts could
make a fortune here with her cake
and pastry and fine whole wheat
bread. However, the nearest I will
pet to Christmas down here is to
dream about those things—those and
the broiled Maine lobsters that are
unknown to these people in this part
of the world.

♦

The Little Flower Shop

Charlie Freeley is my best friend
just at this time, and I get a great
deal of information from him. He
relates tonight that “Sing a song of
sixpence, a cellar full of rye, four and
twenty blackbirds baked in a pie.” is
a Mexican version of the old English
song of our nursery days. There are
millions of blackbirds in this country;
they stay here all winter, and the
Mexicans shoot them and make pies
of them because they eat up the
Kaffir corn. They cannot grow sweet
com here, no golden bantam, for
worms and bugs strip it before .it
matures. The Mexicans grow a black
and a white field corn, and when they
want roasting ears, they pick it in
the milk. There is another bird they
hunt here, the Kiv-e-oo-ti, famous
for its 'plurnage. Unlike other birds,
the female is the more gorgeously
plumed. When calling its mate it
makes a sound like the Frupus, which
has been said to be the only bird that
can imitate itself. Like the night
ingale, the bird sings at night when
calling for the mate, and they are
hard to find after sunup.
♦ # <$
No manicure girls in the barber
rankinc thf hocsi
shops here. They would starve to
, ®A‘2V' 2 T"E ”°
,
death in this country. However, it’
. I For The Courier-Gazette I
may interest John Watts and A. L. TVhen “ S to’S a* bo™
Rogers to know that the boss barber And worked with Dad out on the farm.
__________________________________________
_________________________________________

OXFORDS FOR FALL
Tan and Black

EASTERN FURNITURE COMPANY

MORE PHILCOS
will be bought for

CHRISTMAS
SAVINGS
& CLUb

Through years of tun and loy.
'Twas in November Dad would say:
"It's time to bank the house.
Bring the axe and saw. son.
We ll go and cut the brouse."*

foil WOMEN

AAAAA to .BE-Stztiitps

Listen to
ENNA JETTICK'

Melodies 1 Songbird
Every

Every

SUNDAY

TUESDAY

Evening

Evening

WJZ
WF.AF
I and Associated Stations ,

Mail Orders Filled Promptly

McLain’s Shoe Store
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Then to the pasture we would go
And work with right good will;
The axe we'd wield, the saw we'd use—In mind I see them still.
We'd trim the smaller spruces
To get the limbs of brouse
That Dad would haul with oxen.
To bank around the house.

Hundreds of Christmas gifts

with

pa// for

$127.50

Club . . . whose small weekly

Less Tubes

deposits were made without
the least sacrifice.

TUNE IN!

We are

now organizing our 1331 Club.

Hear the Philco P. ogram
every Monday eve. ing at
6.30 o’clock, over Station
WCSH; also the Philco
concerts every ‘Tuesday
evening over the Colum
bia network.

Si a

week will give you over $53

next Christmas.

Rockland Savings Bank

I

CHRISTMAS SAVINGS CLUB
S

—

143tf
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Get this Extra Fun
Out of Christmas . . .

S*O ’

°f th

-

Decorate with LIGHT

x
Gaily colored lights pro
claim the Christmas
spirit in a way that
scarcely anything else
can.

as only

Decorate with colored
lights outdoor as well
as indoor Our indoor
lighting sets consisting
of 8 lamps cost but $1,
attach to any conveni
ent outlet.

can produce them

|
&

THE WORLD’S LARGEST SELLING RADIO

Larger outdoor Sets can be had at a low cost, or stringers may be

made up, to suit your requirements. Ask us for estimates.

s

|

less tubes

HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.

j

ELECTRICIANS

£

Telephone 721

j

Rockland, Maine
149-154

of our 1933 Christmas Savings

GIFTS

R

585-7 Main Sreet

A radio that is almost human in its performance. A
9-tube Screen Grid-PLUS set with Automatic Volume
Control and Tone Control.

worry-

You are invited to joip.

•‘The colloquial word for brush.

$86.00

who'e-heaited,

free pleasure ... by members

your
Christmas

<'ne«<g<eic'g's:’e!?ci2ie^Gi!e;ie-5(C!e'<i!sig<e«!s,st€!a!C!s<e’e^k.-ii’«!ate*g'€!€'s<s«!S55

Majestic Screen Grid
Superheterodyne

NINE TUBE SUPER SET

•

“And when it comes next April, son,
Then you may take your turn
To drag the brouse from round the
house
And your big brouse-pile burn."
In memory now those days I see,
The days we cut the brouse.
The days when Dad and I were chums
And I helped him bank the house.
Clara S. Overlock.
Washington. Me.

o finer Christmas gift—this beautiful Majestic screen grid superhetodyne with its attractive cabinet
and colorful tone. Surprise the folks
this year.

A small down payment will hold any
Philco you may select for Christmas

will be bought this year . . .

It always took us three days
To do that banking neat.
To keep the cellar from freezing
And floors warm for our feet.
Then Dad would say. "Well done, son,
I'm glad that job Is o'er.
We ll all be warm till spring comes.
No draughts around the floor.

Hear the bells
on Christmas Day
Their wild familiar
Carols play

We cannot over-eir.phasize this seasonal advice, for the
Christmas demand for Philco Radios will far exceed that
enjoyed by any other set on the market.
Decide today to order your Philco gift radio. Have your
nearest dealer demonstrate Philco’s new models. Order
now and avoid disappointment later.

Then Dad would start the banking;
Each bough was packed Just so.
Like feathers on a duck's back.
End on end they’d go.
We'd tuck them In and pack them
Up to the window's sill.
Snug and tight we’d pack them
Each hole and cranny till.

s6

than any other radio!

,

Then he would bring the oxen
And haw and gee them round
To pack and load the brouse on—
P'raps haul It o'er bare ground,
Till we had reached the house
And thrown It off the sled.
A heap of spruce and fir boughs
Higher than my head.

VAjErTlS

Christmas Gifts

Jgbihe

We’d raw the scrubby fir trees.
Then limb them out—a task
To haul to mill In winter.
For states and heads tor cask.
We'd sort tfle limbs and pile them.
That we should use as brouse,
For Dad was most particular
.
With the banking around the house.

SHOES

Every-Other-Daj

a
g
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Central Maine Power Company
At

any of

u?

oar

»to rot

283 Main Street

Rockland, Maine

